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Abstract 

The connectivity and availability of social media platforms in the world allows people to 

express sentiments and share experiences easily by providing sentiments. Analyzing 

sentiment data from social media helps to understand customers feeling, make decision 

and design strategies. The social media sentiment data can contain multiple languages 

and mixed words of languages. However, it is difficult to analyze the sentiments of the 

data that contain multiple languages and mixed languages of words.  

This research work is, therefore, aimed to design sentiment analysis on social media data 

to analyze trilingual (i.e., English, Amharic and Tigrigna) sentiment sentences based on 

lexicon approach. The trilingual sentiment analysis system consists of seven main 

components: preprocessor, language identifier, morphological analyzer, sentence 

constructor using root words, sentiment word detector, sentiment word polarity weight 

determiner and sentiment classifier. 

The preprocessor cleans the data, tokenizes sentiment sentence into lists of words and 

performs normalization. The language identifier identifies the language of the texts. The 

morphological analyzer analyzes morphology of sentiment text words in order to handle 

the morphological complexity of the languages and to detect sentiment words in the 

sentence. Sentiment word weight determiner determines the polarity weight of the 

sentiment words based on the sentiment lexicons. The sentiment classifier classifies 

sentiment sentences into positive, negative and neutral polarity classes using the polarity 

weight values of the sentiment words in the sentiment sentences.  

The prototype of the system was developed to test and evaluate the functionality of the 

system. To test and evaluate the system, 564 sentiment sentences were collected from 

Facebook and YouTube. To measure the accuracy of the system in sentiment 

classification precision, recall and F-measure evaluation metrics were employed, and an 

average precision 87.49%, recall 84.78% and F-measure 85.99% were obtained.   
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Chapter One: Introduction 

1.1  Background  

Social media is a group of Internet based applications that builds ideological and 

technological foundation of web 2.0 and allows for creation and exchange of user 

generated contents [1]. In recent years, social media shows tremendous growth all over 

the world [2]. Various social media like Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and YouTube have 

millions of users which connect these users in a single village of the world. Through 

social media, users can easily share their experience and influence each other by 

providing sentiments [2].  

People‟s idea and thought towards some specific objects or a view, judgment and 

appraisal formed in a mind for a particular thing in the real world is an opinion which is 

the key influence of human behavior in daily activities [3]. When we need to make a 

decision, we want to know others opinions. In real world governments, political parties, 

manufactories and business sectors often want to find public and customers opinions on 

the governance system, policy structure/strategy, products and services [5, 28]. To 

determine the public opinions, in these days, due to the excessive availability of social 

media services, governments, political parties and individuals can easily use and access 

the public opinions/contents in the social media in addition to the survey and opinion 

polls for the purpose of decision making [3, 6].  Different peoples can easily participate 

and express their opinion and feedback on topics posted on social media. However, it is 

difficult to find structured and summarized information from the huge amount of opinion 

data in social media [15]. To solve this problem, automated sentiment analysis system is 

needed.  

Sentiment analysis refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis and 

computational linguistics to systematically identify and extract subjective information 

from source data [4]. Sentiment analysis is widely applied for analyzing reviews like 

movie reviews, consumer product reviews and other applications on social media for the 

purpose of determining the attitude and sentiments of the writer/opinion holder with 

respect to some topics or the overall contextual polarity of the document. It determines 

the subjectivity whether the expression is subjective or objective and uses automated 

tools to detect the subjective expressions of opinion holders. In natural language, 

subjective expressions are the aspects of the language that are used to express opinions, 
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feelings, evaluations and sentiments. Subjective expression adds an additional level of 

granularity by further classifying the subjective texts into positive, negative and neutral 

polarities. In general, sentiment analysis is widely used in various fields to analyze 

people‟s sentiments on various application domains can be movies, products, politics, 

hotels and others specific topics with their attributes. According to [3,5] there are three 

levels of sentiment analysis.  

i. Document level sentiment analysis 

ii. Sentence level sentiment analysis 

iii. Aspect level sentiment analysis  

In over the world including Ethiopia, different social media are available which include: 

Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Ethiopian social media users can use different 

languages like Amharic, Tigrigna, Afaan Oromoo and English to express their 

sentiments on topics posted on social media. Hence, the sentiments can contain multiple 

languages because of the availability of various languages. Therefore, it is difficult to 

automatically analyze the sentiments containing multiple languages [15]. Regarding this, 

this study deals with trilingual sentiment analysis to simplify the difficulties of 

sentiments written in English, Amharic, and Tigrigna languages.   

 

1.2  Motivation  

Sentiment analysis involves text analysis, process natural languages to determine and 

evaluate the subjective information from source data [4]. In real world business 

companies, governments, political campaigns, politicians and other organizations post 

their product, service, agenda, strategy and other issues on social media platforms in 

order to get opinions and feedbacks from consumers, public and citizens. Social media 

users can also express their feeling, attitude on the posted topics through various natural 

languages. But, there are challenges to analyze the sentiments which are written in 

multiple languages on the posted topics. To the best of our knowledge, there is no 

research done in trilingual sentiment analysis on social media for English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna languages. Due to the absence of trilingual sentiment analysis on social media 

thousands of comments, feedbacks and opinions written in English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna texts cannot be analyzed. In addition to, business companies, governments and 

other organizations cannot know consumers, public and citizen‟s opinions and feedbacks 
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on their product, service, agenda and strategies when the sentiment texts are written in 

English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages. This motivated us to develop trilingual 

sentiment analysis system that helps to analyze sentiment texts written in English, 

Amharic and Tigrigna languages on social media platforms.  

 

1.3  Statement of the Problem 

The growth of Internet technologies and the availability of smartphones provide the 

benefit for peoples to actively express their sentiments on governmental policy, 

governmental service and political campaigns issue through social media platforms. 

Similarly, they can also provide sentiments, feedbacks and feelings on business 

companies, product companies and public services through social media platforms. 

Social media users can write and express their sentiments, feedbacks and feelings by 

using multiple natural languages like Amharic, Tigrigna, Afaan Oromoo and English 

languages on topics posted on social media. It is difficult to understand, analyze and 

make decisions from sentiments, feedbacks and feelings written or expressed in multiple 

languages in specific topics of domains. Therefore, to solve the problem researchers 

studied sentiment analysis in different domains using various languages. For instance, 

various researchers studied monolingual sentiment analysis using English [6,7], Amharic 

[8,9,10] and Arabic[11,12,13] languages, and also multilingual sentiment analysis 

[14,15]. Although monolingual sentiment analysis system cannot analyze the sentiments 

written in different languages, they can miss the sentiment information written in other 

languages and unable to extend to other languages because they are developed only for 

single languages.   

Sentiment analysis developed in multilingual also cannot analyze sentiment texts written 

in English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages since the languages have their own 

linguistic behaviors, and there is a need to study and identify the sentiment patterns of 

these languages. In addition to this, the trilingual sentiment analysis needs to have its 

own special system that handles and integrates these three languages in a single system.  
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1.4  Objectives 

General Objective 

The general objective of this research is to design a trilingual sentiment analysis system 

on social media using English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages.  

Specific Objectives 

This study is specifically aimed to: 

 Review literatures on sentiment analysis, techniques of sentiment analysis 

and the linguistic behaviors of English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages  

 Identify the language of input texts  

 Analyze the morphology of English, Amharic and Tigrigna sentiment words 

 Design the general architecture of trilingual sentiment analysis system 

 Build trilingual sentiment lexicons for English, Amharic and Tigrigna 

sentiment words 

 Develop the prototype for trilingual sentiment analysis system 

 Collect trilingual sentiment sentences for performance evaluation 

 Test and evaluate the system 

 

1.5  Methods 

In order to accomplish the objective of the research, the following methods and 

procedures will be used.  

i. Literature Review 

The literature review deals with reviewing the related literature with the current research 

work, sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis studies in social media using different 

languages and levels of sentiment analysis will be reviewed in details. In order to get 

better knowledge on sentiment analysis and polarity classifications various techniques 

will be reviewed in details. Finally, the linguistic behaviors of English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna languages will be reviewed; sentiment pattern of English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna languages will be collected and checked by linguistic expertises.   
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ii. Data Collection  

Sentiment sentences will be collected from Facebook and YouTube on domain of movie, 

music, politics and hotels for this research work. The sentiment sentences will be 

collected manually from the topics posted on Facebook and YouTube. In addition, 

preprocessing activities will be done on the collected sentiment sentences to enable 

language identification, morphological analysis and sentiment term detections.  

iii. Analyze and Design  

Language of input texts will be identified. To identify the language of input texts, 

English, Amharic and Tigrigna wordlists will be built in the trilingual lexicons. English, 

Amharic and Tigrigna sentiment words will be analyzed their morphologies and stored 

the analyzed sentiment words in the trilingual sentiment lexicons. At last, the general 

architecture of the trilingual sentiment analysis system will be designed and modeled 

each components of the system.     

iv. Prototype Development 

Different open source tools and programing languages will be selected to implement the 

system prototype. Python programing language will be used primarily to implement the 

system because of the following reasons: 

 It is suitable for natural language processing 

 Simple and powerful programing language with excellent features and extensive 

libraries 

 It contains a lot of packages that help us to do code reusability 

 

v. Evaluation  

Experiment will be conducted to test the functionality of trilingual sentiment analysis 

system. The performance of the system will be evaluated in terms of precision, recall and 

F-measure. 

1.6  Scope and Limitations 

This work deals with designing a general architecture for trilingual sentiment analysis 

system and developing a working system based on the design.  This research work 

considers only the inputted sentiment texts grammatically correct, analyzes and classifies 
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sentiment texts written in English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages and focus only 

sentiment analysis at sentence level. Hence, grammatically incorrect texts, slang of 

words, sentiments expressed through an image/picture, an audio, video and other 

emotional symbols are not the concerns of this study. In addition to, words or texts that 

have indirect or hidden meanings such as an idiom/ቅኔያዊ አነጋገር/ብቅኔ ዜዜረብ and 

ambiguous words are not incorporated in this research work.  

1.7  Application of the Results 

Considering the growth of the Internet and the availability of social media services, the 

application of the results of this research work can have its own benefits as follows.  

 Sentiment analysis helps for decision making on activities like to design new 

policy and strategies, public service distributions, new product launches  

 Sentiment analysis helps for decision making in various domains such as 

politics, movies, music and hotels 

 It also provides structured and summarized sentiment information about 

public opinion that use mixed languages of English, Amharic and Tigrigna 

 

1.8  Organization of the Thesis 

The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter Two presents the 

review of related literature which includes: sentiment analysis, approaches of sentiment 

analysis and the linguistic behaviors of English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages. 

Chapter Three presents related works done on monolingual and multilingual sentiment 

analysis system and related areas. The Fourth Chapter deals with the design of a 

trilingual sentiment analysis system on social media. The Fifth Chapter presents the 

experimental results of trilingual sentiment analysis system. Finally, conclusion, 

recommendation and future works are presented in Chapter Six.  
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Chapter Two:  Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter explores techniques for discovering the sentiment patterns, the approaches 

used for analyzing and classifying sentiment texts written in particular topics either in 

monolingual or multi-linguals on social media. The Second Section, 2.2, explains natural 

language processing and its applications in the field of computer science and the 

concepts of sentiment analysis. Section 2.3 describes the levels of sentiment analysis. 

The general concept of multilingual sentiment analysis is presented in Section 2.4. The 

sentiment analysis and classification approaches are discussed in Section 2.5. In Section 

2.6, the methods helpful for sentiment lexicon generation are discussed. Finally, Section 

2.7 describes the linguistic issues in sentiment analysis and linguistic behaviors of 

English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages.  

 

2.2 Sentiment Analysis  

NLP is the field of computer science, artificial intelligence and computational linguistics 

concerned with the interaction between computer and human languages, specifically 

concerned with programming computers to fruitfully process huge natural language 

corpora [16,17]. It is a way for computers to analyze, understand and derive meaning 

from human languages in a smart and useful way. Using NLP, developers can organize 

and structure knowledge to perform tasks such as sentiment analysis, automatic text 

summarization, machine translation, named entity recognition, speech recognition and 

automated question answering. 

Social media is one of the most significant information exchange technologies of the 21
st
 

century [18]. Social media users use social media platforms to post messages, photos, 

videos and others about their daily activities. Various social media channels such as 

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn provide convenient and efficient ways of 

communication and sharing of information publically. Due to this reason, the users of 

Internet increase from time to time and the high availability of user texts on the Internet, 

extraction of useful information automatically from abundant documents and 

unstructured texts obtains an interest to many researchers in many fields, in particular in 

NLP community [19].  
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Sentiment analysis also known as opinion mining [3,5] was firstly proposed in the early 

2000 and has become an active research area gradually in natural language processing. 

Moreover, various practical applications of sentiment analysis such as market prediction 

[20,21], election forecasting [22,23], national relationship analysis [24] and risk 

detection in banking system [25] draw extensive attentions from industrial communities. 

On the other hand, the growth of social media, electronic commerce and online review 

sites such as Twitter, Amazon and Yelp provide a large amount of corpora which are 

crucial resources for academic and industrial researches. An interest from both academic 

and industrial research promotes the development of sentiment analysis.  

The term sentiment analysis first appeared in [26] to extract sentiments associated with 

polarities of positive or negative for specific subject from a document, instead of 

classifying the whole document into positive or negative. Sentiment analysis is the field 

of study that analyzes people‟s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes 

and emotions towards entities such as products, services, organizations, individuals, 

issues, events, topics and their attributes. There are also many other names for sentiment 

analysis though these do have slightly different tasks. For example, sentiment analysis, 

opinion mining, opinion extraction, sentiment mining, subjectivity analysis, affect 

analysis, emotion analysis, review analysis, review mining, etc. However, all these 

names are under the umbrella of sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis mainly focuses 

on opinions which express or imply positive or negative sentiments. 

The sentiment consists of three basic components [3,5,26]: opinion holder, object and 

opinion.  

 Opinion holder is a person or an organization that expresses the opinion on a 

particular object, event, topic or services. It is also called an opinion source [27].    

 Object is an entity that can be a product, a person, an event, an organization or a 

topic which an opinion has been expressed on that object by opinion holders.  

 An opinion is the view, attitude, opinion, sentiment or appraisals on a particular 

object from an opinion holder. The opinion expressed in the object can be 

positive, negative or neutral sentiments or can be a numeric rating scores that 

expressing the strength or intensity of the sentiments. During sentiment analysis 

the positive, negative and neutral are called the semantic orientations (polarities).  
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An opinion can be expressed on an object in two ways [28], either in direct opinion or 

comparative opinion. Direct opinion: opinions are directly expressed on the object or 

features of the object. For example, the bed is good in Axum hotel. Whereas, 

comparative opinion expresses a relation of similarities or differences between two or 

more objects and/or object preferences of the opinion holder on some of the shared 

features of the objects. The comparative opinion is usually expressed using the 

comparative or superlative form of an adjective or adverbs, although not always 

[26,29,30]. 

2.3 Levels of Sentiment Analysis 

In general, sentiment analysis has been investigated mainly at three levels [5,19,28]. In 

this Section, these three levels of sentiment analysis are discussed in details.  

i. Document level: the task at this level is to classify whether the whole opinion 

document expresses a positive or negative sentiments [31]. For example, in a given 

movie review or product review, the system determines whether the review expresses 

an overall positive or negative about the movie or the product. This task is commonly 

known as document level sentiment classification, because it considers only the 

whole document as the basic information unit. This level of analysis assumes that 

each document expresses an opinion on a single entity (e.g., a single movie or single 

product). Hence, it is not applicable to documents which evaluate or compare 

multiple entities.  

ii. Sentences level: the task at this level is to determine whether each sentence expresses 

positive, negative or neutral sentiments. In this level, besides sentiment classification, 

subjectivity classification is another problem [19]. Since, subjectivity classification 

aims to determine whether the sentence is subjective or objective. A subjectivity 

sentence expresses a subjective view and determines either the sentence is positive or 

negative sentiment, whereas, an objective sentence expresses a factual information 

from a sentence. 

iii. Aspect level: both document level and sentence level sentiment analysis provide 

useful information in many applications. However, they don‟t provide the necessarily 

detail needed information for some other advanced applications. Aspect level 

sentiment analysis is proposed to discover detail opinionated texts in the specific 

objects. It performs a finer-grained sentiment analysis. Aspect level has several 
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naming variations including entity (feature, attribute or fine-grained) [6,32] level 

sentiment analysis. Aspect level directly looks at the opinion itself instead of looking 

on the language constructs (documents, paragraph, sentences, clause or phrases).  It 

is based on the concept that an opinion consists of a sentiment either positive or 

negative and a target of opinion. During aspect level sentiment analysis, identifying 

an opinion target helps to understand the sentiment analysis problem better. For 

example, “although the service is not great, I still love this restaurant”, this sentence 

contains positive polarity, but we cannot say that this sentence is entirely positive. In 

fact, the sentence is positive about the restaurant, but negative to the service. In 

different applications, opinion targets are represented by entities and/or their different 

aspects because the aim of this level of sentiment analysis is to discover the 

sentiments on the specific object entities and/or their aspects. Finally, it provides the 

structured summary of sentiments about entities and their aspects from unstructured 

texts.  

2.4  Sentiment Analysis in Multiple Languages  

Social media users can express their comments or opinions on the same topic or event 

via social media platforms; as a result comments or opinions can contain multiple 

languages on those specific topics/events. Previously, many researchers conducted their 

studies on the sentiment analysis of texts written in single languages such as, in English 

[6], Arabic [33] and Spanish [34], however, with the grow of  the Internet and high 

availability of social media platforms around the world, social media users‟ comments 

contain different languages. So, to analyze data in different languages, multilingual 

sentiment analysis techniques have been developed [14], to analyze sentiments, 

frameworks and tools for different languages are being built. Sentiment analysis on 

multiple languages can be performed using various techniques, such as: by transferring 

knowledge from resource rich language to resource poor languages [35], or by using 

machine translation system between resource rich and resource poor languages [36], or 

directly analyze multiple languages without translation or using another resources [37]. 

In multi-lingual sentiment analysis system, a language that contains extensive resources 

and tools available can be used to build sentiment analysis for other languages which 

have few resources or tools. This can be done in one of the following ways:  
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 By translating test sentences in resource poor language into resource rich 

language and analyze the sentiment sentences using the resource rich language. 

 By translating a resource rich language train corpus into the resource poor 

language and build a corpus-based sentiment analysis in the resource poor 

language. 

 By translating a sentiment or lexicon terms in the resource rich language to the 

resource poor language and build lexicon-based sentiment analysis in the 

resource poor language.  

 

2.5  Sentiment Analysis and Classification Techniques  

Classification is used to assign a sentiment sentence into a particular category (also 

referred as a class) or categories based on their sentiment polarities. Sentiment analysis 

system can classify sentiments in the sentence using different approaches. This Section 

discusses the sentiment analysis and classification techniques.   

2.5.1 Lexicon Based Approach 

Lexicon based approach involves calculating the sentiment polarity of a sentence from 

the semantic orientation of words or phrases in the sentence, and uses sentiment of 

lexicons, collection of known and precompiled sentiment terms with their polarity values 

[38,39]. The system classifies the sentiments into specific categories of the sentiment 

classes which are positive, negative or neutral based on the positive or negative 

sentiment terms occurred in the sentence. This can be done using rule based classifier 

methods, and if there are positive words only or more number of positive words than 

negative words in the sentence, the semantic orientation of the sentence is classified into 

positive. If there are negative words only or more negative words than positive words in 

the sentence, the semantic orientation is classified into negative. If there are equal 

numbers of positive and negative sentiment terms or there are no sentiments terms in the 

sentence, the semantic orientation of the sentence will be neutral and categorized in 

neutral class. In this approach, overstatement and understatement words are considered 

(i.e., overstatement words increase the semantic orientations and understatement 

decrease the semantic orientations of the sentiment words in the sentence). 
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In this approach, sentiment words or phrases can be easily added to a lexicon and tag as 

positive or negative terms with their semantic orientation values; for example, in [6], 

small list of seed adjectives tagged with positive and negative labels manually and grows 

these lists using WordNet. It is easily understood and modified by humans, viable and 

practical approach to sentiment analysis without needs of training. The performance of 

this technique depends on the effectiveness of the lexicon sentiment terms.  This method 

requires less resource relative to other techniques (e.g., machine learning) and suitable 

for languages that have lack of resources and no any annotated corpora. It is possible to 

add extra sentiment terms for scaling up from different sources in order to strengthen the 

efficiency of the lexicon. In this research work, lexicon based approach is chosen based 

on the linguistics behavior, data availability, difficulty, effectiveness and extendibility.  

2.5.2 Machine Learning Approach 

Machine learning is the sub-field of computer science that gives a computer to learn 

without being explicitly programmed [40]. Machine learning approach performs 

sentiment classifications based on training algorithms, the classification is on a set of 

selected features for specific mission and test on another sets whether it is able to detect 

the right feature and give the right classifications. In sentiment classification, machine 

learning algorithm uses the supervised and unsupervised sentiment classification models. 

The supervised sentiment classification model uses large number of labeled training 

datasets, while unsupervised sentiment classification model uses when it is difficult to 

find the labeled training datasets. Supervised sentiment classification model can classify 

sentiment sentence based on the algorithms like Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and 

SVM classifiers [31].  

Naïve Bayes classifier is a simple probabilistic model based on Bayes theorem [41] 

along with a strong independence assumption. It computes the posterior probability of 

class based on the distribution of words in the document. It uses Bayes‟ theorem to 

predict the probability that a given feature set belongs to a particular label. 

 (     |        )  
 (     )  (        |     )

 (        )
  ------------------------------- (1) 

Where, p(label) is the prior probability of a label or the likelihood that a random feature 

set the label, p(features|label) is the prior probability that a given feature set is being 
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classified as a label, p(features) is the prior probability that a given feature set is 

occurred.   

Maximum Entropy classifier is a probabilistic classifier which belongs to the class of 

exponential models. The models that fit the training examples are computed, where each 

feature corresponds to a constraint on the model. The model with the maximum entropy 

over all models that satisfies these constraints is selected for classification. Maximizing 

the entropy ensures that no biases in the classification system [42].  

SVM classifier performs by constructing a hyper plane with maximal Euclidean distance 

to the closet training examples. This can be seen as the distance between the separating 

hyper plane and two parallel hyper planes at each side, representing the boundary of the 

examples of one class in the feature space. It is assumed that the best generation of 

classifier is obtained when the distance is maximal. If the data is linearly not separable, a 

hyper plane will be chosen that splits the data with the least error possible. SVM yields 

best accuracy in sentiment classification [31].  

2.5.3 Hybrid Approach 

Both lexicon based and machine learning based approaches are combined to benefit from 

their synergy effect that rises to hybrid approach. Researchers have proved that this 

combination gives improved performance in sentiment classification [43]. In hybrid 

approach, sentiment lexicons are used as seed resources and to detect sentiment polarities 

and the results from the lexicon based method are used to train machine learning 

algorithms. Then, sentiment sentences are analyzed using machine learning classifiers 

based on the knowledge acquired from the training and the lexicon resources.  

2.6  Sentiment Lexicon Generation 

Words or phrases that convey positive or negative sentiments are vital for sentiment 

analysis and classification system. Positive sentiment words are used to express some 

desired states or qualities while negative words are used to express some undesired states 

or qualities. Table 2-1 shows an example of sentiment wordlists.  
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Table 2-1: Sentiment Wordlists 

Language Positive sentiment words Negative sentiment words 

English beautiful, good, wonderful, amazing bad, poor, awful , terrible 

Amharic ቆንጆ/qonjo, ብሌህ/blh, ጥሩ/Tru መጥፎ/metfo, ኋሊቀር/halaqer, ሞኝ/ moN 

Tigrigna ጽቡቅ/Sbuq, ሇባም/lebam, ወሒሇ/weHale ሕማቕ/HmaQ, ሃሳስ/hasas, በሰሮ/bsero 

 

Overall, positive and negative sentiment words are called sentiment lexicons. The 

sentiment lexicons can be generated using three different approaches [5]: manual 

approach, dictionary based approach and corpus based approach.  

i. Manual approach involves generating of sentiment bearing word lists manually 

from various resources and label their sentiment polarities (i.e., positive or negative) 

and strength of polarity values. This approach is an effective for resource poor 

languages and provides best performance for sentiment analysis system under 

specific domains.  

ii. Dictionary based approach involves using a dictionary which contains synonyms 

and antonyms of words. In this method, it uses a few seed of sentiment words to 

bootstrap based on the synonym and antonym structure of the dictionary. 

Specifically, this method works as first a small set of sentiment words (seeds) with 

known positive and negative semantic orientation is collected manually, then the 

algorithm grows these set of words by searching in WordNet [44], thesaurus [45,46] 

and other online available dictionaries for their synonyms and antonyms. The seed 

lists will be added with the newly found words. The process iteratively keeps on 

adding the words until no more new words are found. At last manual inspection is 

used to remove errors in the lists.  

iii. Corpus based approach helps to solve the problem of finding sentiment words with 

context specific orientations. This method depends on syntactic patterns or patterns 

that occur together along with a seed list of sentiment words to find other sentiment 

words in a large corpus. The corpus based approach can be performed using 

statistical method and sematic method [47].    
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Statistical method: this method helps to find the co-occurrence pattern or seed 

sentiment words using statistical techniques. The polarity of the word is determined 

based on the occurrence frequency of the word in the large annotated corpus of texts. 

If the word occurs more frequently among positive texts, then its polarity is positive. 

If the word occurs frequently among negative texts, then its polarity is negative. But, 

if it has equal occurrence frequency, then it is a neutral word. If two words appear 

together frequently within the same context, then there is high probability that they 

have same polarity. In this case, the polarity of unknown word can be determined by 

calculating the relative frequencies of co-occurrence with other words. This can be 

done using PMI [7], the semantic orientation of a given phrase is calculates by 

comparing its similarity to a positive word („excellent‟) and its similarity negative 

word („poor‟).   

Semantic method: this technique gives sentiment values directly and uses different 

principles to compute the similarities between words. In this case, the principle gives 

similar sentiment values to semantically close words. These semantically close words 

can be obtained by getting the list of sentiment words and iteratively expanding the 

initial set with synonyms and antonyms and then determine the sentiment polarity for 

unknown word by the relative count of positive and negative synonym of the word 

[48]. 

2.7 Linguistic Issues in Sentiment Analysis 

Language is the ability to acquire and use complex system of communication [49]. It is 

the human system of communication that uses arbitrary signals, such as voice, sound, 

gesture and/or written symbols that enable humans to express their feeling, sentiment, 

thought, idea and experience. Natural languages like English, Amharic and Tigrigna are 

used for communication purposes, whereas these languages have their own linguistic 

behaviors. The linguistic behaviors include: phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics 

and pragmatics.  

In linguistics, morphology involved in word formation, deals with words, their internal 

structure and how they are formed with the help of morphemes. One fundamental 

computational task for a language analysis of its morphology is to derive the root and 

grammatical properties of the word based on its internal structures. The analysis of word 
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structure performs using the process of inflection and derivation. In general, 

morphological analysis plays the vital role in sentiment analysis applications. 

Inflection is a morphological variation that never changes part of speech or the meaning 

of the stem word upon which the morphemes are attached, whereas, it changes the 

grammatical functions of the word [50,51,52]. It also indicates the syntactic or semantic 

relations between different words in a sentence. 

Derivation deals with adding of morphemes in the stem word to generate new words, 

that changes the meaning, part speech and lexical function of the given stem words 

[50,51,52]. 

In this Subsection, the linguistic behaviors of Amharic, Tigrigna and English languages 

are discussed particularly on their morphological characteristics.  

 

2.7.1 Amharic Language  

Amharic is a Semitic family language which is mainly spoken in Ethiopia and it is the 

second most spoken Semitic families next to Arabic in the world [53]. Amharic is an 

official working language of the federal government in Ethiopia and several regional 

states. It has its own writing script known as Fidel “ፊዯሌ“ having 34 consonants (base 

characters) and other six characters represented for each base characters derived from the 

combinations of vowel and consonant of base characters. Amharic alphabets are 

conveniently written in tabular format of seven columns from left to right side where the 

first column represents the base character and the others represent the derived characters 

that are derived from their vocal sounds. The vowels of the alphabet in Amharic 

language are not encoded explicitly, but appear as modifiers in the base character. For 

example, the following characters show consonants and vowels modify the base 

character መ(mä) as “ሙ(mu), ሚ(mi), ማ(ma), ሜ(mE), ም(m), ሞ(mo)”. In addition to this, 

there are about two scores of labialized characters like” ሟ (m
w
a), ሎ (l

w
a), ፏ (f

w
a), ፗ 

(p
w
a), ቌ (k‟

w
e)” in Amharic language.  

Like other Semitic languages, Amharic is one of the most morphologically rich 

languages and it exhibits a root-pattern morphological phenomenon [54]. Root is the set 

of consonant (also called radical) which has the basic lexical meaning [54]. The pattern 

consists of set of vowels which are inserted among the consonant of the root to form a 
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stem. Amharic verb stem consists of a “root + vowels + template” merger. For example, 

the root verb sbr + ee + CVCVC leads to a stem seber („breaking‟). For non-concatenate 

morphological features, Amharic uses various affixes to create inflectional and 

derivational morpheme. Affixation can be prefix, infix and suffix. 

Amharic language is highly inflectional in various features and the given Amharic word 

can occur in different forms. The highly inflected Amharic word classes are nouns, 

adjectives and verbs.  

Nouns: Amharic nouns are inflected for number, gender, person and cases [50] and the 

result of the inflected word is with affixes.  The inflected noun helps to express 

pluralism, gender and possession. Morphemes like -ኦች, -ኣት, -አት, -ኦ are used to inflect 

Amharic nouns by attaching to the stem words. For Example, adding the suffixes -ኦች, -

ኣን and -ኣት to the words ቤት, መምህር and ህጻን generates ቤቶች, መምህራን and ህጻናት 

respectively.   

Adjective: Amharic adjectives similar affixation process like Amharic nouns can be 

marked for number, gender, definiteness and cases [50]; and results of the inflected word 

with affixes. In Amharic, morphemes that used to inflect Amharic adjective words are -

ኦ/^o, -ኢት/^it and - ኦች/^oc. Table 2-2 shows an example of inflected Amharic adjective 

words. 

Table 2-2: Amharic Inflection of Adjectives 

No. Adjectives Male Female Pluralism 

1 ሞኝ ሞኞ ሞኚት ሞኞች 

2 ብሌጥ ብሌጦ ብሌጢት ብሌጦች 

3 ቂሌ ቂል ቂሉት ቂልች 

 

Verbs: Amharic verbs are inflected for any combination of person, gender, number, case, 

tense, aspect and mood [50,55]. As a result, from a single Amharic verb thousands of 

Amharic verbs (in surface forms) can be generated. In Amharic, the verbs are found in 

different forms such as perfective, imperfective, gerundive, jussive and imperative by 

using affixes [55]. The morphological inflection of the perfective verbs have suffixes 

such as -አ/a, -ክ/k, -ኩ/ku, -ህ/h, -ኡ/u, -አቹ/uc, -ሽ/x, -ን/n  and serves for the expression of 
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person, gender and number to the perfect verb stem. For example, the perfect verb stem 

ሰበር/seber (breaking) generates the inflected words such as ሰበር, ሰበርክ, ሰበርኩ, ሰበርህ, 

ሰበራችሁ, ሰበርሽ, ሰበርን (seber, seberk, seberku, seberh, seberachu, seberx and sebern). We 

can also add prefix like የ/ye, በ/be, ከ/ke, እንዯ/ind/ in the perfective verbs regardless of the 

gender, number and person.  

Amharic word classes can be derived from other Amharic word classes [50,55]. For 

example, nouns can be derived from adjectives, verb roots and stems (by inserting 

vowels between consonants) and nouns themselves. For instance, ሰውነት, ሌጅነት, ቤትነት 

(sewnet, ljnet, bEtnet) are derived from the nouns ሰው, ሌጅ and ቤት (Sew, lj, bEt) 

respectively by adding the suffix -ነት/ net. In a similar way, verbs are also derived from 

different verbs by adding affixes in many ways. Amharic adjectives are also derived 

from nouns, verbal roots and compound words [50,55] by adding affixes. For instance, 

the adjectives ቂመኛ, ሀይሇኛ and ጉሌበተኛ (qimeNa, heyleNa and gulbeteNa) are derived 

from the nouns ቂም, ሀይሌ and ጉሌበት (qim, heyl and gulbet) respectively by adding the 

suffix – አኛ/`oNa.  

2.7.2 Tigrigna Language 

Tigrigna is Semitic families of language like Amharic and Arabic languages, which is 

mainly spoken in Tigray region in Ethiopia and central Eritrea. It is an official language 

and medium of instruction for primary schools in Tigray region in Ethiopia. This 

language written with the version of Ge‟ez (Ethiopic) scripts, originally developed from 

Ge‟ez language which is appeared in writing during the 13
th 

century [56]. Tigrigna has 

34 base characters and other six characters represents for each base character derived 

from the combination of consonants and vowels. Like Amharic alphabets, Tigrigna 

alphabets are conveniently written in tabular format of seven columns from left to right 

side where the first column represents the base character and others represent their 

derived vocal sounds.  

Tigrigna is morphologically rich language like Amharic, since both are Semitic families 

and originated from Ge‟ez [57]. The root of verbs and most nouns in Tigrigna are 

characterized as a sequence of consonants which is called root/radicals like Amharic 

language. Roots are used for formation of other actual words by concatenating vowels 

and non-root consonants which goes with particular morphological category around the 
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root consonants. Hence, for non-concatenating morphological features, Tigrigna uses 

different affixes to create inflectional and derivational morphemes. 

 Like Amharic, Tigrigna language is highly inflectional language and the given root of 

the Tigrigna word can be found in different forms. The highly inflected Tigrigna word 

classes are nouns, adjectives and verbs and these word classes are discussed as follows.   

Nouns: Tigrigna nouns are inflected for number, gender, person, definiteness and cases 

and the result is the inflected word with affixes [51]. The inflected words are used to 

express possession, plural and gender.  

Adjectives: Tigrigna adjectives are marked for number, gender, person and degree and 

the results is the inflected word with affixes to the given adjectives [51]. Adjectives can 

be inflected by adding affixes like -ኦ/, -ት/t, -ቲ/ti, -አቶም/'atom, -አዊ/'awi, -ኣት/'at, -

አዊት/'awit, ክ/k-, ዜ/z- etc. Table 2-3 shows the inflected Tigrigna adjective words.   

Table 2-3: Tigrigna Inflection of Adjectives 

No. Male Female Plural form 
Comparative 

degree  

Superlative 

degree 

1 ዕጉስ ዕግስቲ ዕጉሳት ይዕገስ ዜተዒገሰ 

2 ቀይሕ ቀያሕ ቀየሕቲ ይቀይሕ ዜቀይሏ 

3 ቀጢን ቀጣን ቀጠንቲ  ይቀጥን ዜቀጠነ 

 

 

Verbs: like Amharic, Tigrigna verbs also found in different forms, such as perfective, 

imperfective, gerundive, jussive and imperative by employing affixes. Tigrigna verbs 

inflected for number, gender, person, tense, mood and aspects, and the result is an 

inflected word with affixes to the verb stem. The morphological variation of the 

perfective verbs are generated by adding suffixes like አ/'a, አት/'at, ኩ/ku, ና/na, አቶም/'atom, 

አተን/'aten and ኣ/'a that indicates for person, gender and numbers to the perfect verb stem. 

For instance, ሰበረ, ሰበረት, ሰበርኩ, ሰቢርና, ሰቢራቶም, ሰቢራተን and ሰበራ (sebere, seberet, 

seberku, sebirna, sebiratom, sebiraten and sebera). This perfect verb is formed from the 

stem verb ሰበር/seber which means „to break‟. Imperfective verbs also formed by adding 

affixes on the verb stem and markers for gender, person and number. For example, 
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ትሰብር, ክሰብር, ክሰብራ, ክሰብሩ, ዜሰበረ, ዜሰበረት, ዜሰበረና, ይሰብሩ, ይሰባራ (tsebr, ksebr, ksebra, 

ksebru, zsebere, zseberet, zseberena, ysebru, ysebara), in this example, the stem verb 

ሰብር/sebr which means „let‟s break‟ uses both prefix and suffixes. The morphemes that 

attach in the stem verb such as ት/t, ክ/k, ዜ/z, and ይ/y are prefixes and ኣ/a, አ /e, አት/et, 

አና/ena and ኡ/u are suffixes.  

The gerundive verb from inflected by adding suffixes at the end of the gerundive verb to 

indicate person, gender and number. For example, ሰሪሏ, ሰሪሕኻ, ሰሪሕኺ, ሰሪሐ, ሰሪሕና, 

ሰሪሕኹም, ሰሪሕኽን, ሰሪሖም and ሰሪሏን (seriHa, seriHXa, seriHXi, seriHu, seriHna, 

seriHXum, seriHXn, seriHom, seriHan), from this example, the stem verb ሰሪሕ/seriH 

varies its morphology and generate various verbs that markers of the person, gender and 

number. The suffixes አ/'a, ኻ/Xa, ኺ/Xi, ኡ/'u, ና/na, ኹም/Xum, ኽን/Xn, ም/m and ን/n 

attached with the inflected stem verb.     

Jussive verbs sometimes called mood verbs are used to express a command for first and 

third persons, whereas imperative verbs used to express second person in singular and 

plural forms. 

Tigrigna words are highly derivational from other Tigrigna word classes. Some of the 

highly derivational Tigrigna words classes are nouns, adjectives and verbs.  

Nouns: Tigrigna nouns derived from other word classes by adding affixes and using 

compound words [51]. In the case of compound words, the new noun is constructed from 

two separate words. Example ቤት and ትምህርቲ, ቤት and ብሌዑ provided ቤት ትምህርቲ which 

means school and ቤት ብሌዑ which means restaurant or nouns constructed by adding 

affixes like -ነት and -ኛ. Example, ሰብ + -ነት gives ሰብነት, ዒፋር + -ኛ generates ዒፋርኛ. In 

addition, nouns can be derived from verbs and adjectives.    

Adjectives: similar to nouns, Tigrigna adjectives can be derived from nouns, verbs and 

adjectives itself [51]. Adding morphemes like -ኣዊ/'awi, -ዊ/wi, -አም/'am and -ታይ/tay to 

nouns such as: ኢትዮጵያ/'ityoPya, ሃገር/hager, ነገር/neger and መቐሇ/meQele that generates the 

following new adjectives: ኢትዮጵያዊ/'ityoPyawi, ሃገራዊ/hagerawi, ነግራም/negram and 

መቐሇታይ/meQeletay respectively. Similarly, it can be constructed from the root verbs. For 

instance, the root verb ሕስር by infixing the vowel -ኡ-, it generates the adjective ሕሱር.   

Verbs: unlike nouns and adjectives, Tigrigna verbs can be derived only from verbal roots 

and stems [50,51].  
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Example, ቅ-ብ-ር, ቅአብአር which provides ቀበር, and it can also be constructed from verbal 

stems by adding affixes like ተ and አ to the stem verb. 

2.7.3 English Language 

English language is a West Germanic language that was originated in England and now 

widely spoken in many countries around the world [58]. It is the third most common 

native language in the world, after Mandarin and Spanish [58]. In most countries in the 

world including Ethiopia, English is used as a foreign language. The English language 

contains twenty six letters in upper and lower cases, out of the twenty six letters there are 

five vowels and twenty one consonants.  

Relative to Amharic and Tigrigna, English is not morphologically complex language. 

Hence, it uses different affixes to construct inflectional and derivational morphemes.  

Unlike Amharic and Tigrigna, English is not highly inflected and has small number of 

inflectional affixes. Most inflected word classes in English are nouns, adjectives and 

verbs. These word classes are discussed as follows.   

Nouns: English nouns are inflected for number, but not for case and gender [52,59], and 

the result is the inflected word with affixes to the noun. English nouns can have regular 

and irregular forms when they are changed into plural forms. The regular English 

inflections add –s morphemes to stem nouns, whereas the irregular inflections add like –

en, -ices morphemes to stem nouns and the inflected word expresses pluralities.  

Adjectives: English adjectives are inflected for degree, but not gender or case [52,59], 

and the result is an inflected adjective word with morphemes to the adjective. Most 

monosyllabic and disyllabic adjectives have synthetic comparatives in –er and 

superlatives in –est, whereas adjectives with two syllables and nearly all with three or 

more form analytic comparatives with more and superlatives with most. Table 2.4 shows 

inflected adjective words. 
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Table 2-4:  English Inflection of Adjectives 

No. Adjective Comparative Superlative 

1 Happy Happier Happiest 

2 Sad Sadder Saddest 

3 Beautiful More beautiful Most beautiful 

 

Verbs: English verbs inflected for tense and number [52,59], and the result is an inflected 

verb with morphemes to the verb. English verb stem is the base for other inflected words 

and may stand alone as an infinite, imperative or general present forms. Like adjectives, 

English verbs have regular or irregular forms. The regular verb contains three forms 

based on the stem: a form in –ing that functions a present participle and gerund, a form 

in –ed that functions as a past tense and past participle and present tense which uses –s 

for third person singular forms. Irregular verbs also have the stem based form in –ing and 

–s, but exhibit distinctive pattern in past tense. For example, the verb stem prove can 

inflected into proves, proved, proving and proven by adding the morphemes –es, -ed, -

ing and –en in the stem verb prov. 

English words are derivational from other English word classes [52], and some of  the 

derivational English word classes  are nouns, verbs and adjectives. 

Nouns: English nouns can be derived from nouns, verbs and adjectives by adding 

morphemes in the root of the given words [52]. For example, the root word kill is a verb 

and when we added –er, it generates a noun word class killer. Various morphemes like -

dom, -er, -let, -cy and -hood helps to generate new words from other word categories.  

Adjective: English adjectives derived from nouns, verbs and adjective itself by adding 

morphemes in the stem/root of the nouns, verbs and adjectives itself [52]. For example, 

in the noun root system, when we add the suffix –atic, it generates systematic or adding 

the prefix un- and suffix –atic, it generates unsystematic. In addition, in the verb root 

count, when we add the morpheme –less, it generates countless. In general, morphemes 

like in-, un- and re- are prefixes and morphemes like –able, -ly, -en, -ful and –less are 

suffixes that helps to generate new adjective words. In the same way, English verbs also 

derived from nouns and adjectives by adding morphemes in the stem/root of the given 

words.  
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Chapter Three: Related Work 

3.1 Introduction  

Sentiment analysis is one of the popular methods which have been used to analyze user 

generated texts on social media. Multi-language comments on same topic have more 

common on social media platforms; however, it is challenging to analyze the comments 

which have multiple languages in the particular topics. To solve this challenge, a number 

of researches have been studied so far. In this Chapter, various studies related to the 

current research work are reviewed and classified based on the approaches used for 

sentiment analysis in monolingual and multi-linguals, and finally show the knowledge 

gaps in general and propose a solution that this research work clearly addressed.  

 

3.2 Sentiment Analysis Using Lexicon Based Approach 

3.2.1 Sentiment Analysis for Amharic Language 

Selama G/Meskel [8] has developed sentiment mining model for opinionated Amharic 

texts. In this research, to determine the sentiment of reviews, the author used term 

counting techniques. Based on this technique, it counts the number of sentiment words in 

the sentence by checking each word in the prepared lexicon, if the word appears in the 

lexicon, it considered as the word is sentiment word and assigns polarity weight values 

automatically, whereas it considered as non-sentiment word. The author developed 

general and specific Amharic sentiment lexicons which include sentiment terms and 

contextual valence shifter terms. Sentiment terms were tagged as „+‟ and „-‟ in the 

lexicon, which is „+‟ for positive and default value assigned +2 and „-‟ for negative and 

default value assigned -2. But, the final polarity weight value was calculated by 

considering the effects of context valance shifters like diminisher, intensifier and 

negation terms around the sentiment terms in the sentence and finally classified the 

sentiment sentence into positive, negative and neutral classes based on polarity weight 

values. For the purpose of experiment, the researcher collected 303 review sentences 

from two different domains and 955 opinion terms: 411 positive and 544 negative terms. 

However, the prepared opinion terms are not sufficient and inflected Amharic sentiment 

words are not handled in this research work.  
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Tulu Tilahun [9] developed feature level opinion mining model for Amharic texts. The 

objective of the study was to determine an opinion on features of the domains. In this 

study, the author first extracted features of the domain and then determined the opinions 

in the extracted features by employing some rules. An opinion word in the sentence was 

detected from Amharic general purpose opinion word lexicons that contain a total of 

1001 sentiment words which are 578 negative and 423 positive words. The author 

collected 484 Amharic reviews manually from Hotel, University and Hospital for 

experimental activities. The effectiveness of the system was evaluated using precision, 

recall and F-measure metrics through two different experiments. From experiment one, 

the author got the result of an average precision of 95.2%, an average recall of 26.1% for 

feature extraction and an average precision of 78.1%, average recall of 66.8% for 

opinion word determination. From experiment two, an average precision of 79.8%, an 

average recall of 34% for feature extraction and average precision of 80%, an average 

recall of 92.7% for opinion word determination. The strength of this study was to 

determine an opinion on features of the domain in the review sentence. However, the 

author used only adjectives as sentiment words to determine the opinions of the review 

sentences, but sentiment words are not only adjectives, but also include adverbs, verbs 

and nouns. In addition to this, the sentiment words are not sufficient.  

   

3.2.2 Sentiment Analysis for English Language 

Kundi et al. [60] developed a framework for sentiment classification using lexicon based 

approach in social web sentiment analysis. In this study, the authors integrated various 

lexicons like general purpose opinion lexicon that contains 1967 positive and 4783 

negative sentiment words, dadvar opinion lexicon which contains 136 positive and 109 

negative sentiment words and dictionary resources to extract sentiment words from target 

texts automatically. Semantic orientation was calculated by summing up the semantic 

orientation of the words and phrases in the document or target texts. The authors have 

used 308,316 tweets of product dataset for experimental purposes and the experiment 

was done in two type sentiment classifications using confusion matrix method classifiers. 

The performance of the classifier was evaluated through precision, recall, F-score and 

Matthew Correlation Coefficient (MCC). At last, the authors achieved an accuracy of 

92% in binary classification and 87% in multi-class classification although the 

framework can‟t analyze non-English tweet datasets.  
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3.2.3 Sentiment Analysis for Chinese Language 

Sentiment analysis of Chinese reviews using bilingual knowledge and ensemble 

techniques were studied in [61]. The main aim of the study was to improve sentiment 

analysis of the target language (i.e., Chinese) by using English rich knowledge. In this 

study, Chinese reviews were translated into English reviews using machine translation 

services and then the Chinese reviews and English reviews were analyzed based on 

Chinese resources and English resources respectively. Then, the individual results were 

ensembled to obtain better results. To compute the semantic orientation value of the 

review sentences, the authors have used sentiment lexicons by collecting positive, 

negative, negation and intensifier sentiment terms for both Chinese and English 

languages. The experiment was conducted on 836 Chinese product reviews and 

evaluated the effectiveness of the approach using precision, recall and F-measure to 

measure the performance of the sentiment classification in positive and negative polarity 

classes and used an accuracy to evaluate the overall performance of the system. 

However, the polarity identification of the review sentences in this study was based on 

unsupervised ways and the classifier can predicts incorrect sentiment polarities, since 

there was lack of Chinese resources, the performance of the system was degraded 

because it depends on the machine translation performance between the target language 

and knowledge rich language and Chinese sentiment words can be missed during 

translation the Chinese reviews into English reviews.       

3.2.4 Sentiment Analysis on Multi-Linguals 

Volkova et al. [62] conducted a study to explore the sentiments in social media and 

create Twitter specific lexicons via bootstrapping sentiment bearing terms from 

multilingual Twitter streams. They used bootstrapping approach for subjectivity clue 

from Twitter data and evaluate their approach on English, Spanish and Russian Twitter 

streams. The authors used the MPQA lexicon to bootstrapping sentiment lexicons from 

large pool of unlabeled data using small amount of labeled data to guide the process. 

Terms that are strongly subjective in translation were used as a seed terms in the new 

language with term polarity projected from English lexicons. The approach is easily 

scalable, better able to handle informality and nature of social media, although it depends 

on the availability of bilingual dictionary for translating an English subjectivity lexicon 

and crowdsourcing for selecting seed words.  
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Denecke [35] investigated the method to automatically determine polarity of a sentence 

in multilingual frameworks. In this work, the method depends on English resources to 

determine sentiment of texts for other languages. For classifying sentence of the 

document regarding their sentiments, it comprises three processing pipeline steps: first 

determine the language of the document, translate non-English document into English 

and classifying sentiment of the document into sentiment class (i.e., positive or 

negative). During sentiment analysis of the document, the polarity of the sentences was 

determined based on SentiWordNet using machine learning algorithm, classification rule 

and lingPipe classifier algorithm. The performance of the method was evaluated in 

English and non-English documents using precision and recall evaluation metrics. The 

author has done the experiment using different corpora for training and testing the 

classifier algorithms. For training purpose, the author used movie reviews that collected 

from IMDB‟s archive rec.arts.movies.reviews which contains 1000 positive and 1000 

negative reviews in English language, and for testing purpose the author collected 100 

positive and 100 negative movie reviews in German language from Amazon.de 

webpages. After conducting the experiment, the author achieved an accuracy of 66% in 

polarity classification. Whereas, in this work negation terms in SentiWordNet classifier 

structure were not considered, translation of documents degrades the performance of the 

system and during translation key sentiment words of the target text can be missed.  

 

3.3 Sentiment Analysis Using Machine Learning Approach  

3.3.1 Sentiment Analysis for Amharic Language 

Multi-scale sentiment analysis model for Amharic online posts written in Ethiopic scripts 

were studied by Wondwossen Mulugeta [10] using supervised machine learning 

approach. The objective of the study was to determine multi-scale sentiment sentence 

based on the polarity weight value of sentiment words. To achieve the objective, the 

author has prepared sample corpus which contains 608 posts. The corpus was collected 

from social media sources such as Facebook, Twitter, DireTube and Ethiopian reporter 

websites. The author employed preprocessing activities in the corpus dataset before the 

actual sentiment classification. After the preprocessing activities were done, the corpus 

was manually annotated by giving polarity values and sentiment intensity scale values. 

The author adopted two scale schemes which are scale positive sentiment further as +1 
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and +2 for less and more positive respectively and negative sentiment polarities as -1 and 

-2 for less and more negative respectively, hence neutral sentences were annotated as 0. 

To distinct the polarity strength of Amharic sentiment words, the author limited into five 

polarity rank scales. Naïve Bayes algorithm was used to classify sentiment texts based on 

the trained on the entire corpus. The algorithm used n-gram features to acquire the 

knowledge from the training corpus, and then the algorithm classifies the sentiments of 

the test posts based on the acquired knowledge. Among the sample corpus, 486 posts 

were selected for training dataset and 122 posts were for testing dataset. The author 

achieved an accuracy of 43.6%, 44.3% and 39.3% for unigram, bigram and hybrid 

language models respectively. However, the accuracy of the system was very low since 

the training dataset was very insufficient and the tool used for morphological analysis 

was not effective.  

 

3.3.2 Bilingual Sentiment Analysis   

Yan et al. [37] developed a bilingual approach to conduct sentiment analysis on English 

and Chinese social media. In this approach, English and Chinese review comments were 

processed simultaneously as a stream of texts rather than separately to mine and extract 

social opinions from social media. To process the social media data, the authors 

performed: first collected social media data and saved in text document as samples, 

applied word segmentation and trim down words to extract features, and then select 

features that represent the data. After selected features, SVM and N-Gram classification 

models were used to analyze and classify the bilingual sentiments. For the purpose of 

experiment, the authors collected 2000 English comments (1000 positive and 1000 

negative comments) and 2000 Chinese comments (1000 positive and 1000 negative 

comments) manually from social media sites. Out of the total datasets, 80% of the 

comments were used for training and 20% of the comments were used for testing their 

classification models. They used precision, recall and F-score performance measures for 

evaluating the effectiveness of their approach. Finally, the authors achieved an accuracy 

of 98.90% and 82.42% sentiment classification using SVM and N-Gram models 

respectively. However, in this study, the approach was developed for English and 

Chinese only, so it cannot extend to other languages and can‟t analyze mixed sentiment 

texts of the languages.    
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3.3.3 Multilingual Sentiment Analysis 

Tromp [2] investigated multilingual sentiment analysis on social media. The objective of 

the study was to solve the problems of sentiment analysis on multilingual short texts 

typically present in various social media like Twitter, Facebook and Hyves. The author 

presented four-step approach to automatically analyze sentiments of the multilingual 

texts. The approach comprises four basic components: language identification, part of 

speech tagging, subjectivity detection and polarity detection. For language identification 

and polarity detection, the author presented new algorithms called LIGA and RBEM 

respectively. In this work, an extensive experimental study was presented to support and 

illustrate the benefit of the steps in the four-step approach and it allowed for quantifying 

the importance of having the output of the corresponding techniques at each steps. In this 

study, the author conducted the experiments in two main categories: comparative 

experiment and traditional survey experiment and evaluates the performance of the 

sentiment classification using accuracy, precision and recalls.  However, this study 

couldn‟t analyze mixed language of texts; an automated sentiment analysis developed for 

multi-linguals cannot appropriately analyze the sentiments of trilingual texts written in 

English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages since these languages have their own linguistic 

characteristics and needs to study their sentiment patterns. This is the knowledge gap or 

problem that the current study addressed. 

 

3.4 Summary  

In this chapter, some of the previous studies related to the current work were discussed in 

details. These works are reviewed based on the techniques used for sentiment analysis 

and classification of the sentiment sentences. The techniques presented and discussed 

here are lexicon based and machine learning based approaches successfully used for 

sentiment analysis on monolingual and multi-linguals. However, monolingual sentiment 

analysis used either lexicon based or machine learning approaches cannot be extended to 

trilingual sentiment analysis. Similarly, the multilingual sentiment analysis that used 

either lexicon or machine learning approaches relies on machine translation system or 

bilingual dictionaries for the purpose of using resource rich language to other languages 

in order to eliminate the gaps on resources used for sentiment analysis. However, using 

machine translation system has an impact on sentiment analysis system performance and 
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sentiment terms of the target languages can‟t be appropriately translated. Since, using 

machine translation system or bilingual dictionary depends on the quality of the 

translation machine system or the dictionaries.  

In general, machine learning approach depends on labeled corpus to train the model, but 

this is very costly whereas, lexicon based approaches determine sentiments based on 

sentiment lexicons which contain positive and negative sentiment terms. This is an 

effective approach and doesn‟t require training corpus and capable of detecting and 

classifying sentiments of the given sentiment sentences. So far, although there are studies 

conducted on the Amharic sentiment analysis, little attention is given on Tigrigna and 

Trilingual (i.e., using Amharic, Tigrigna and English) sentiment analysis.  
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Chapter Four: Design of Trilingual Sentiment Analysis 

System 

4.1 Introduction 

The core objective of trilingual sentiment analysis system is to provide a tool that helps 

to analyze trilingual sentiment texts written in English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages. 

To achieve this objective, the architectural design of trilingual sentiment analysis system, 

the components of trilingual sentiment analysis system and the algorithms used for 

sentiment term detection and polarity weight determination in trilingual sentiment 

sentences are discussed in this Chapter.   

 

4.2 Architecture of the System 

The proposed trilingual sentiment analysis system has seven main components. These 

are preprocessor, language identifier, morphological analyzer, sentence constructor using 

root words, sentiment term detector, sentiment term polarity weight determiner and 

sentiment classifier. The preprocessor component contains two subcomponents: 

tokenization and normalization of texts. Trilingual sentiment lexicon is the backend 

component of trilingual sentiment analysis system that stores English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna sentiment words. Each components of the system with their function are 

discussed in detail in this Section. The general architecture of trilingual sentiment 

analysis system is shown in the Figure 4-1. 
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4.2.1 Preprocessing Component 

The preprocessing component is used for the process of cleaning the input texts to 

further analysis. Social media texts usually contain a lot of unnecessary texts such as 

hashtags, HTML scripts, special characters, URL and others. The noisy and unnecessary 

texts are removed in tokenization component and prepare the texts into suitable formats. 

This component contains two subcomponents: tokenization and normalization.  

4.2.1.1    Tokenization  

Tokenization is the process of chopping the input texts into pieces of tokens. In 

tokenization process, input texts are tokenized into a sequence of tokens by detecting 

word boundaries from the written texts. In most languages, white space and punctuation 

marks are used as boundary markers. For example, English language has its own 

punctuation marks to demarcate words, sentences etc. into a stream of characters that 

punctuation marks like period (.), comma (,) and semicolon (;). Amharic and Tigrigna 

languages also have their own punctuation marks to demarcate words, sentences etc. into 

a stream of characters that include punctuation marks like „ārati net‟ibi‟(፡፡), „net‟ela 

šerezi‟(፣), ‟diribi šerezi‟(፤) and question mark(?).  

In our case, tokenization is the first step in the preprocessing component. In this step, 

input texts are tokenized into stream of characters using white spaces and punctuation 

which helps to convert into list of words. For example, when the sentence “the music is 

very nice” tokenized, the result will be ['the', „music‟, 'is', 'very', 'nice']. In this research 

work, NLTK is used for tokenizing input texts into lists of words.  

4.2.1.2    Normalization  

Normalization component is used in trilingual sentiment analysis system for two 

purposes. First, it uses to convert Amharic and Tigrigna letters/‟fidelat‟ that have the 

same use and pronunciation, but different writing representation symbols to a common 

word into common representation. For instance, the word „clean‟ in English can be 

represented in Amharic in many ways, such as „ንጹህ‟, „ንፁህ‟, „ንጹኅ‟, „ንጹሕ‟, „ንጹኽ‟. These 

words differ only by the second and third character „ጹ‟, „ፁ‟, „ኅ‟, „ህ‟, „ሕ‟ and „ኽ‟, but all 

have the same meaning and pronunciation. In Amharic language characters like ሀ, ሏ, ኀ 

and ኸ, አ and ዏ, ሰ and ሠ, ጸ and ፀ represent the same consonant, have the same 

pronunciation and can be used interchangeably without any meaning differences. Similar 
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to Amharic, in Tigrigna also characters like ሀ and ኀ, ሰ and ሠ, ፀ and ጸ have the same 

pronunciation and meaning which can be used interchangeably without any meaning 

alteration. For example, the word „good‟ in English can be written in Tigrigna in two 

different ways either „ፅቡቅ‟ or „ጽቡቅ‟. In these two words, the difference is in the first 

character only, but both have the same meaning and pronunciation.  Therefore, in this 

research work, the system is designed to understand those words that have the same 

meaning, but different writing representation symbols by converting into common 

representation. In Amharic, the letters ሀ, ሏ, ኀ and ኸ converted into ሀ, አ and ዏ converted 

into አ, ሰ and ሠ converted into ሰ and ጸ and ፀ converted into ፀ; similarly in Tigrigna also 

the letters ሀ and ኀ converted into ሀ, ሰ and ሠ converted into ሰ, ፀ and ጸ converted into ፀ. 

Therefore in this research work, the letters ሀ, አ, ሰ and ፀ are taken as common 

representations for the letters that have the same meaning and pronounciation in Amharic 

and Tigrigna languages. The second task of normalization is translating Ethiopic script 

representation texts into Latin script representations in order to maintain data uniformity 

and consistency. Latin script representation is easy to represent Amharic and Tigrigna 

vowels and consonant characters and there are no words that have the same meaning and 

reading pronunciations with different writing spellings in Latin scripts. 

4.2.2    Word-Level Language Identification 

Word-level language identification component is used to detect and identify the language 

of the texts. In the world, there are a number of multilingual speakers. Those multilingual 

speakers can use multiple languages in their daily activities and communications through 

social media platforms. However, the data from multilingual is difficult to identify and 

determine the content of its message. Language identification solves the problem in 

multilingual. The languages of the texts are detect at word-level because the texts can 

contain mixed language of words or social media users can write their sentiment using 

mixed language of words in their expressions. For example, “በዙህ ፈን too much happy 

አይዯሇሁም”, this sentence contains mixed language of words containing English and 

Amharic words. In this case, the system needs to understand the language of each word 

for further processing of the sentence.  

In this study, lexicon based approach is chosen for language identification due to its high 

accuracy in identification, its scalability, its detection of mixed language of words in a 

text and effectiveness for under explored languages (i.e., Amharic and Tigrigna). In this 
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study, trilingual lexicon is built for language identification that contains English, 

Amharic and Tigrigna lexicons independently, and stored at backend component of the 

system
1
. After the tokenization process is completed every n 

2
 meaningful word of the 

texts are looked up in the prepared trilingual lexicon to detect their languages. Algorithm 

4.1 shows language identification of input texts.  

Input: sentiment sentence S  

For every sentiment sentence si S, i=1, 2,…,n where n is 

number of sentiment sentence in S 

For each si tokenized into m valid words,  Wj si, where j=1, 

2, 3,…,m where m is number of valid words in si  

For each wj checked in trilingual lexicon 

If Wj in English lexicon  

Append wj in temp1  

Else if Wj in Amharic lexicon 

Append wj in temp2 

Else if Wj in Tigrigna lexicon 

Append wj in temp3 

Else 

Jump wj and consider wj is unknown language 

End if 

End For 

End For  

Output: English words, Amharic words, Tigrigna words 

Algorithm 4.1: Algorithm for Trilingual Word-Level Language Identification 

                                                           
1
  Trilingual lexicon is not the same as Trilingual sentiment lexicons 

2
 n- is the number of  meaningful words after the sentence is tokenized into ni words, 

 i-index term of the n
th 

word in the tokenized sentence 
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4.2.3 Morphological Analysis 

The morphological analyzer component is used to analyze English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna words into their constituent morphemes. Morphological analysis is important 

especially for morphologically rich languages like Amharic and Tigrigna because it is 

practically difficult to store all possible words in a lexicon. In this study, the morphology 

of English, Amharic and Tigrigna words are analyzed independently.  

4.2.3.1 English Morphological Analysis 

English is not morphologically complex language as compared to Amharic and Tigrigna 

languages. In this research work, to analyze English words into their constituent 

morphemes, the Porter stemmer algorithm [63] was adopted. This algorithm helps to 

remove English inflectional morphemes by stripping the suffixes in the stem word. For 

example, the word „love‟ can be inflected into words like „love‟, „loves‟, „loved‟ and 

„loving‟. In this case, all the words are replaced into a single stem word „lov‟. Porter 

stemmer algorithm is used due to its simplicity, good in speed and easily integrated with 

NLTK packages. The stem words of English sentiment words are stored in trilingual 

sentiment lexicon for English sentiment term detection during sentiment texts analysis.  

4.2.3.2 Amharic Morphological Analysis 

Amharic is a morphologically rich language and highly inflected in number, gender, 

tense, person etc. Therefore, to handle those inflected words, a morphological analyzer 

tool is needed. So far, various researches have been carried out on Amharic 

morphological analysis although there is no any effective Amharic morphological 

analyzer tool available. Even if there is HornMorpho morphological analyzer tool, it is 

not inclusive to all Amharic word classes since it is developed only for Amharic verbs 

and nouns. However, most of Amharic sentiment words are adjectives and adverbs. 

Therefore, to analyze all Amharic sentiment words, it is important to develop Amharic 

morphological analyzer. In this study, Amharic morphological analyzer is developed 

manually by using Amharic sentiment words. The sentiment words are collected from 

[8,9,64] and online Amharic dictionary [65] for morphological analysis purpose. The 

analyzed Amharic sentiment words are represented by their root words. It is used to 

represent the polarity values of the sentiment words. The root word is generated after 

segmenting every morpheme of the words such as prefix, suffix and stems. For instance, 
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the word „ሰኬት‟ can be inflected into “ስኬተኛ፣ ሰኬታሞች፣ በስኬት፣ የስኬት፣ የተሳካ፣ ሰኬታሞቹ” 

etc., in this example, all those words have the same root that is „ስክ‟. The root word is 

used to represent the sentiment polarity values of every Amharic sentiment words and 

stored at the backend component of trilingual sentiment analysis system. Algorithm 4.2 

shows morphological analyzer for Amharic words.  

 

Input: Amharic words 

For each Amharic word translate in Latin  

Check the word morphology exists in Amharic morphology 

database 

If the word is analyzed by Amharic morphological 

analyzer 

Return root of the word 

Else 

Not analyzed the word 

End if 

End for 

Output: Amharic root words 

Algorithm 4.2: Algorithm for Morphological Analysis of Amharic Words 

 

4.2.3.3 Tigrigna Morphological Analysis 

Like Amharic, Tigrigna is a morphologically rich language and inflected in various 

features with respect to number, gender, grammatical aspect, person and tense. So, to 

handle those inflected words, a Tigrigna morphological analyzer tool is needed. In the 

previous, different researches have been carried out to develop Tigrigna morphological 

analyzers, but there is no any effective Tigrigna morphological analyzer tool available. 

So, to solve this gap or problem, this study developed Tigrigna morphological analyzer 

manually. In this research work, first, [66] Tigrigna sentiment words were collected and 
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[67] online English-Tigrigna dictionary was used, and then all the sentiment words were 

analyzed. The morphologically analyzed sentiment words were assigned the sentiment 

polarity values using the root words. For example, the word „ጽቡቅ‟ can be inflected into 

“ጽቡቅቲ፣ ጽቡቃት፣ ትጽብቅ፣ ብጽቡቅ፣ ምጽባቃቶም፣ ክትጽብቅ” etc., whereas all these words have 

the same root that is „ጽ-ብ-ቅ‟. The root word represents the sentiment polarity values of 

the sentiment words and stored in trilingual sentiment lexicons at backend component of 

the system. Algorithm 4.3 shows the algorithm for morphological analysis of Tigrigna 

words.   

  

Input: Tigrigna words 

For each Tigrigna word translate into Latin scripts 

Check the word morphology exists in Tigrigna morphology 

database 

If the word analyzed by Tigrigna morphological 

analyzer 

Return root of the word 

Else 

Not analyzed the word 

End if 

End for 

Output: Tigrigna root words 

Algorithm 4.3: Algorithm for Morphological Analysis of Tigrigna Words 

 

4.2.4 Sentence Construction Using Root Words 

Sentence construction using root words component is used to aggregate the English, 

Amharic and Tigrigna root words after the morphological process is completed. 

Languages of input texts are identified for the purpose of the texts to further analyze and 

in morphological analysis phase English, Amharic and Tigrigna words are analyzed 
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independently. However, to detect and determine the semantic orientation of the texts, it 

needs to reconstruct the independent root words. For instance, “በቀሌድ የተዋዚ፣ ትሌቅ ቁም ነገር 

አሌ ፊሌም- የወንዶች ጉዲይ 2 is excellent!” This example contains mixed source of text in 

Amharic and English words. In this situation, after detecting the language of the words in 

the text, morphological analysis process is employed on each word independently. 

Behind the morphological analysis, the root words are reconstructed into single sentence 

in order to detect the sentiment words in the sentence and to determine its sentiment 

classes.    

4.2.5 Trilingual Sentiment Lexicon 

The trilingual sentiment lexicon is an external component that stores English, Amharic 

and Tigrigna sentiment words, contextual valance shifters terms, negation terms and 

conjunction terms of these languages. In the lexicon, lists of words are grouped into 

positive words, negative words, overstatement words, understatement words, negation 

words and conjunction words with their corresponding polarity values.   

In trilingual sentiment lexicon, the sentiment words are modeled for the purpose of 

sentiment analysis to any domains since the sentiment words are not restricted for 

specific domains.  The sentiment words in the lexicon are tagged as „+‟ and „-‟ for 

positive and negative sentiment words respectively and contextual valance shifter terms 

are tagged as: „Inc‟ for overstatement, „Dec‟ for understatement, „Neg‟ for negation and 

„Cont‟ for contrast conjunction words respectively.  

 

4.2.6 Sentiment Word Detection 

Sentiment word detection component is used to detect sentiment words and contextual 

valance shifter words in the sentence. In this research work, sentiment words and 

contextual valance shifter words are detected using dictionary of sentiment words with 

their polarity values annotated in the lexicon. The words in the sentence are checked in 

the trilingual sentiment lexicons to detect their sentiments. If the word is found in the 

lexicon and its corresponding value is „+‟, then it is a positive sentiment word. Similarly, 

if sentiment word is found in the lexicon and its corresponding value „-‟, then it is a 

negative sentiment word.  
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Example:  

 ጥሩ ፈን ነው/Tru zefen new  (Amharic) 

 ሰልሞን ሒውና ፅቡቅ ባህሊዊ ዯርፊ ቀፅሇለ/Selomon Hawna Sbuq bahlawi derfi 

qeSlelu (Tigrigna)   

 I like the music (English)  

 ወዱ ባይረ nice song አጆካ በርትዕ/wedi bayre nice song 'ajoka bert` (Mixed) 

In this example, ጥሩ/Tru, ፅቡቅ/Sbuq, like and nice are positive sentiment words, because 

of the positive sentiment words all the sentences have positive sentiments.  

Context Valance Shifter Words 

Contextual valance shifter words change the semantic orientations of their neighboring 

sentiment words in the sentence. For example, they reverse the positive sentiment words 

into negative sentiments or change the intensity of the polarity values. Contextual 

valance shifter words are negations, intensifiers, diminishers and conjunction words.     

Negations are used to reverse the semantic orientation of the sentiment words in the 

sentence. Words like no, not, never (in English), አይዯሇም/'aydelem, አይዯሇሁም/'aydelehum 

(in Amharic) and አይኮነን/'aykonen, አይኮኑን/'aykonun (in Tigrigna) are examples of 

negation words which reverse the polarity of the sentiment words in the sentence.  

If a sentiment sentence contains a negation word and negative sentiment word, then the 

polarity of the sentence is changed into positive sentiment. But, if the sentence contains 

negation word and positive sentiment word, then the polarity of the sentence is changed 

into negative sentiment. And also, if the sentiment sentence contains negation word and 

neutral word, then the polarity of the sentence is negative. Consider this sentence, “the 

food is amazing” versus “the food is not amazing”. In the first one, amazing is a positive 

word and the sentence has positive sentiment, but when not is added to the clause, 

amazing is used as a negation context and the sentence has negative sentiment.  Table 4-

1 shows the effect of negation words in sentiment sentences.  
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Table 4-1: Negation Words in Sentiment Sentences  

Amharic Tigrigna English Mixed  

ቆንጆ ሆቴሌ ነው/qonjo hotEl 

new (+ve) 

ቆንጆ ሆቴሌ አይዯሇም/qonjo 

hotEl 'aydelem (-ve) 

ጥዐም ምግቢ እዩ/T`um 

mgbi 'yu (+ve)  

ጥዐም ምግቢ አይኮነን/ T`um 

mgbi 'aykonen (-ve) 

Amazing food 

(+ve)  

It is not amazing 

food(-ve) 

Delicious የሆነ ምግብ 

ነው (+ve) 

ምግቡ delicious  

አይዯሇም (-ve)  

የሚያስጠሊ ፍሌም ነው 

/yemiyasTela flm new (-ve) 

የሚያስጠሊ ፍሌም አይዯሇም 

/yemiyasTela flm 'aydelem 

(+ve) 

ረሳሕ ገዚ እዩ/resaH geza 'yu 

(-ve) 

ረሳሕ ገዚ አይኮነን/resaH geza 

'aykonen (+ve) 

The food is 

terrible (-ve)  

The food is not 

terrible (+ve) 

አስጠሉ movie ነው     

(-ve) 

አስጠሉ movie 

አይዯሇም (+ve) 

 

Intensifiers and diminishers are words that change the degree of the positive or negative 

sentiment words in the sentence. For example, „the movie is very good‟, the words very 

good are more positive together than just good alone. Another example of an intensifier 

word in a sentence is „the music is barely interesting‟. The word barely makes the 

sentiment less positive. Therefore, very and barely are examples of overstatement and 

understatement words respectively.  An overstatement word increases the intensity of the 

positive or negative sentiment words, while understatement word decreases the intensity 

of the positive or negative sentiment words by modifying the polarity strength of the 

sentiment words in the sentence. In general, words like very, extremely (in English), 

በጣም/beTam, እጅግ/`Ejg (in Amharic), ብጣዕሚ/bTa`mi, ማራ/mara (in Tigrigna) and a little 

bit, less (in English), ትንሽ/tnx, ጥቂት/Tqit (in Amharic), ቁሩብ/qurub, ንእሽተይ/n'xtey, 

ውሐድ/wHud (in Tigrigna) are overstatement and understatement words respectively.  

The overstatement and understatement words are amplifying and attenuating their 

neighboring sentiment words in the sentence. This is performed based on the polarity 

values of the sentiment word modeled in the sentiment lexicon. All positive and negative 

sentiment words in sentiment lexicon have the default value of +2 and -2 respectively. If 

the positive sentiment word is preceded by an overstatement word in the same clause, it 

gives a value of +3 or if the positive sentiment word is preceded by understatement word 

in the same clause then it gives a value of +1. Similarly, for negative sentiment words, if 
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the negative sentiment word is preceded by overstatement in the same clause, then it 

gives a value of -3 or if it is proceeded by understatement word in the same clause, then 

it gives the value of -1. In this case, the sentiment sentence is classified into strong 

positive, positive, strong negative and negative polarity classes. Table 4-2 shows the 

effects of an overstatement and understatement words in sentiment sentences.  

Table 4-2: Intensifier Terms in Sentiment Sentences 

Amharic Tigrigna English 

ጥሩ ፊሌም ነው/Tru film new 

(+ve) 

ጽቡቅ ፊሌሚ እዩ/Sbuq filmi 'yu 

(+ve) 
The movie is nice (+ve) 

በጣም ጥሩ ፊሌም ነው/beTam Tru 

film new  (strong +ve) 

ብጣዕሚ ጽቡቅ ፊሌሚ እዩ/bTa`mi 

Sbuq filmi 'yu (strong +ve) 

The movie is very nice. 

(strong +ve) 

የሚያስጠሊ ፊሌም ነው 

/yemiyasTela film new (-ve) 

ሕማቕ ፊሌሚ እዩ/HmaQ filmi 'yu 

(-ve) 

The movie is boring     

(-ve) 

በጣም የሚያስጠሊ ፊሌም ነው 

/beTam yemiyasTela film 

new (strong –ve) 

ምሑር ሕማቕ ፊሌሚ እዩ/mHir 

HmaQ filmi 'yu (strong –ve) 

The movie is very 

boring. (strong –ve) 

 

Conjunction words: conjunctions are highly functional and important for constructing 

sentences. Basically, conjunctions link words, phrases and clauses together in a sentence 

and it may be used to indicate the relationship between the ideas expressed in a clause 

and the idea expressed in the rest of the sentence. Conjunction words play the vital role 

in determining the overall sentiment polarity of the sentence since conjunctions often 

change the sentiment into opposite orientations or add in the strength of the sentiments. 

The coordinating and subordinating conjunction words are modeled in the lexicon with 

their corresponding polarity values. Conjunction words like: and (in English), እና/`Ena 

(in Amharic) and ከምእውን/kem'wn (in Tigrigna) usually link sentiment words or phrases 

which have the same polarities, whereas conjunction words such as: but, however, 

although (in English), ግን/gn, እንጂ/`Enji, ቢሆንም/bihonm (in Amharic) and ሽሕኳ/xHkWa, 

እንትኾነ/'ntXone, ጌና/gEna, ይኹንእምበር/yXun'mber (in Tigrigna) usually link sentiment 

words, phrases or clauses that have opposite polarities.  
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4.2.7 Sentiment Word Polarity Weight Determination 

Sentiment word polarity weight determination component is used to determine the 

polarity weight of the sentiment sentences. The polarity weight of the sentiment sentence 

is determined based on the polarity weight of the sentiment words in the sentence. The 

sentiment words can be either positive or negative. Sentiment sentences can also contain 

contextual valance shifters and negation words. The overall polarity weight of the 

sentiment sentence is determined based on the positive and negative sentiment terms 

with the effects of contextual valance shifters and negation words in the sentence. The 

effect of valance shifters and negation words for positive and negative sentiment terms 

are decided based on the window size of the sentiment words in the sentence. In general, 

polarity weight of sentiment sentence is determined according to the following rules.  

 

Rule One 

If a sentence contains only positive sentiment words and the positive sentiment words are 

not linked with any contextual valance shifter words, then the positive sentiment words 

have maintained their default polarity weight values.  

Example:  

 This is the nice music (English)  

 ቆንጆ ፈን ነው/qonjo zefen new (Amharic) 

 ሒሪፍ ሙዙቃ እዩ/Harif muziqa 'yu (Tigrigna) 

 ቆንጆ ፈን ነው I like it/qonjo zefen new I like it (Mixed)  

In this example, nice, ቆንጆ/qonjo, ሒሪፍ/Harif and like are positive sentiment words which 

have positive sentiments in the sentences. In this case, each sentence has positive 

sentiments with +2 polarity weight values.   

 

Rule Two  

If a sentence contains only negative sentiment words without any modifier words, then 

the negative sentiment word is assigned its default polarity weight values.  
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Example:  

 The hotel is boring (English) 

 አስጠሉ ሆቴሌ ነው/`osTeli hotEl new (Amharic) 

 ሕማቕ ቤት ብሌዑ እዩ/HmaQ bEt bl`i 'yu (Tigrigna) 

 እቶም ሰባት awful ዜኾነ food እዮም አብሉዖምና/'tom sebat awful zXone food 'yom 

'abli`omna (mixed) 

In this example, all the sentences have negative sentiments with -2 polarity weight values 

since the words boring, አስጠሉ/`osTeli, ሕማቕ/HmaQ and awful are negative sentiment 

words and make the sentence to have negative sentiments.  

 

Rule Three 

If a positive sentiment word in a sentence is preceded by overstatement word, then the 

default polarity weight value of the positive sentiment word is increased by one (i.e., 

shifts from +2 to +3).  

Example:  

 Very nice music (English) 

 በጣም ቆንጆ የሆነ ስራ ነው/beTam qonjo yehone sra new  (Amharic) 

 ብጣዕሚ ተባዕ ሰራሕተኛ እዩ/bTa`mi teba` seraHteNa 'yu (Tigrigna) 

 የአቤ እና ከቤ Comedy በጣም fun አድርጎኛሌ!!!/ye`obE na kebE comedy beTam fun 

`odrgoNal!!! (mixed) 

The words very, በጣም/beTam and ብጣዕሚ/bTa`mi modify the polarity weight values of 

the sentiment words in each sentiment sentences. This example shows an overstatement 

words and amplify the polarity strength of the sentiment sentences.  

 

Rule Four 

If a negative sentiment word in a sentence is preceded by an overstatement word, then 

the default polarity weight value of the negative sentiment word shifts from -2 to -1 and 

the sentiment expression will be strong negative. 
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Example:  

 The food is extremely nasty (English) 

 የሰው እና የመንግስት ንብረት መዜረፍ እጅግ መጥፎ ተግባር ነው/yesew `Ena yemengst nbret 

mezref `Ejg meTfo tegbar new (Amharic) 

 ሽጋራ ምትካኽ ምሑር ሕማቕ ተግባር ተባሂለ አብ ክሌሌና ብዕሉ ተኸሌኺለ/xgara mtkaX mHir 

HmaQ tegbar tebahilu 'ab kllna b`li teXelXilu (Tigrigna) 

 In our region ገሇ ገሇ ሒሇፍቲ very corrupted እዮም!!!/In our region gele gele Halefti 

very corrupted 'yom!!! (mixed) 

In this example, nasty, መጥፎ/meTfo, ሕማቕ/HmaQ and corrupted are negative sentiment 

words. While extremely, እጅግ/`Ejg, and ምሑር/mHir are amplifier sentiment words which 

amplify the semantic orientation of the negative sentiment words in the sentence.   

 

Rule Five 

If a positive sentiment word in a sentence is preceded by understatement word, then the 

polarity weight value/strength of the positive sentiment word is decreased by one. The 

understatement word makes to attenuate the polarity strength of the sentiment words in 

the sentence. In this case, the semantic orientation of the sentiment will be weak positive.  

Example:  

 The music is a little bit interesting (English) 

 The movie I have seen is less astonishing (English) 

 ትንሽ ዯስ የሚሌ ፈን ነው/tnx des yemil zefen new (Amharic) 

 ንእሽተይ ጽርይ ዜበሇ ገዚ እዩ/n'xtey Sry zbele geza 'yu (Tigrigna) 

In this example, a little bit, less, ትንሽ/tnx and ንእሽተይ/n'xtey are an attenuator words that 

modify the original polarity weight vale of the positive sentiment words in the sentence. 

The strength of sentiment become weakens and the polarity weight values shift from +2 

to +1.  

Rule Six 

If the negative sentiment word in a sentence is preceded by understatement word, then 

the polarity weight value of the negative sentiment word is decreased by one. In this 

case, the sentiment expression of the sentence becomes weak negative and polarity 

weight value shifts from -2 to -3. 
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Example:  

 The music is a little bit boring (English) 

 ትንሽ የሚያስጠሊ ፈን ነው/tnx yemiyasTela zefen new (Amharic) 

 ቁሩብ ጽሌእ ዯርፊ እዩ/qurub zeSl' derfi 'yu (Tigrigna) 

The terms boring, የሚያስጠሊ/yemiyasTela and ጽሌእ/zeSl' are negative sentiment terms 

and when a little bit, ትንሽ/tnx and ቁሩብ/qurub are added in the sentence, then the polarity 

weight values are altered and the sentiment expressions become weak negative. 

 

Rule Seven 

If a positive sentiment word is preceded or followed by negation terms in the sentence, 

then the sentiment of the positive word reverses into negative sentiments.  

Example:  

 The Hotel is not good (English) 

 ጥሩ ሆቴሌ አይዯሇም/Tru hotEl 'aydelem (Amharic) 

 ፅቡቅ ምግቢ አይኮነን/Sbuq mgbi 'aykonen (Tigrigna) 

 በዙህ food satisfied አይዯሇሁም/bezih food satisfied 'aydelehum (mixed) 

In this example, the words not, አይዯሇም/'aydelem, አይኮነን/'aykonen and 

አይዯሇሁም/'aydelehum are served as negations and changes the positive sentiment 

expression into negative sentiments and the polarity weight value of these sentences will 

be -2.  

 

Rule Eight 

If a negative sentiment word is preceded or followed by negation words in the sentence, 

then the polarity of the sentiment sentence is shifted into positive sentiments.  

Example:  

 The music is not boring (English) 

 መጥፎ ምግብ አይዯሇም/meTfo mgb 'aydelem (Amharic) 

 ሕማቕ ምግቢ አይኮነን/HmaQ mgbi 'aykonen (Tigrigna) 
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In this example, the sentences have positive sentiments since the negation words change 

the semantic orientation of the negative sentiment words in the sentence into positive 

sentiments.  

Algorithm 4.4 shows the algorithm of sentiment word detection and determination of 

polarity weight values of the sentiment words in the sentence.  

 

Input: English, Amharic, Tigrigna root words  

For each root word checked in trilingual sentiment lexicon 

If the root word exists in sentiment lexicon 

Assign the default PWV of the root word//PWV-Polarity 

Weight Value 

If the root word preceded by overstatement word 

PWV+1 //PWV of the root word increases by one 

Else if the root word preceded by understatement               

word  

PWV-1 //PWV of the root word decreases by one 

Else if the root word preceded/followed by negation 

PWV*-1 //PWV of the root word reversed 

End if  

   Else  

 Assign zero PWV to the root word  

End if  

End for  

Output: total PWV of sentiment words 

Algorithm 4.4: Algorithm for Sentiment Word Detection and Polarity Weight 

Determination 

Rule Nine 

If a positive sentiment word preceded or followed by negation and intensifier words, 

then the semantic orientation (i.e., polarity and strength) value of the sentiment sentence 

is unchanged.  
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Example:  

 The music is not very good (English) 

 እጅግ ጥሩ ፈን አይዯሇም/`Ejg Tru zefen 'aydelem (Amharic) 

 ብጣዕሚ ፅቡቅ ሙዙቃ አይኮነን/bTa`mi Sbuq muziqa 'aykonen (Tigrigna) 

In this example, the sentences have positive sentiments with polarity weight value of +2.  

 

Rule Ten 

If a negative sentiment word in a sentence preceded or followed by negation and 

intensifier words, then the sentiment of the sentence has still negative sentiments and its 

polarity weight value is unchanged.   

Example:  

 The movie is not very boring. (English) 

 እጅግ የሚያስጠሊ ፊሌም አይዯሇም/`Ejg yemiyasTela film 'aydelem (Amharic) 

 አዜዩ ሕርቕ  ፊሌሚ አይኮነን/'azyu zeHrQ filmi 'aykonen (Tigrigna)  

 

Rule Eleven 

If sentiment words, phrases or clauses of a sentence connected by conjunctions like but, 

yet in English, ግን/gn, እንጂ/`Enji, ቢሆንም/bihonm in Amharic and ሽሕኳ/xHkWa, 

ይኹንእምበር/yXun'mber in Tigrigna, then the sentiment polarity of the sentence changes 

into the polarity of the phrase or clause expressed after the conjunction. In sentiment 

sentence, these conjunctions always link words or phrases that have opposite polarity 

values and the sentiment polarity of the sentence is determine based on the polarity value 

of the clause or the phrase expressed after the conjunction.  

Example:  

 The bed is smart, but the mattress is dirty (English) 

 ሰፊ ቤት ነው ግን ቆሻሻ ነው/sefi bEt new gn qoxaxa new (Amharic) 

 ሰነፍ ተምሃራይ እዩ ይኹንእምበር ንስድራኡ አብ ምሕጋዜ ጎበዜ እዩ/senef temharay 'yu 

yXun'mber nsdra'u 'ab mHgaz gobez 'yu (Tigrigna)  

In this example, the sentiments of the clauses before and after the conjunction have 

opposite polarity values.  
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Rule Twelve 

If the sentiment words, phrases or clauses in a sentence connected by connectors like and 

(in English), እና/`Ena (in Amharic) and ከምእውን/kem'wn (in Tigrigna), then the sentiment 

polarity of the sentence is not changed since these conjunctions always connect words, 

phrases or clauses that have the same polarities and they don‟t affect the overall 

sentiment polarity of the sentence.  

Example:  

 The song is nice and interesting (English)   

 ምቹ እና ንጹህ አሌጋ ነው/mcu `Ena nSuh `olga new (Amharic) 

 ናይ ወዱ ባየረ ሙዙቃ ፅቡቅ ከምእውን ጥዐም ባህሊዊ ዯርፊ እዩ/nay wedi bayere muziqa Sbuq 

kem'wn T`um bahlawi derfi 'yu (Tigrigna)  

In this example, all the sentiment terms in the sentences have similar semantic 

orientations.  

In sentiment sentence words, phrases and clauses are connected with conjunctions and 

the overall semantic orientation of the sentence and its polarity weight values is 

determined using algorithm 4.5.  
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Input: Amharic, Tigrigna, English root words 

For each root word check in trilingual sentiment lexicon 

If the root word exist in the sentiment lexicon 

    Assign default PWV of the root word 

If root word preceded/followed with negation 

and intensifier words 

Return default polarity weight value of 

the root word 

Else if root word in a sentence connected with 

contrast conjunction 

Assign the PWV of the root word after the 

conjunction  

Else if the root word in a sentence connects 

with and, እና/`Ena, ከምእውን/kem'wn  

PWV of the root word maintain its default 

values  

End if 

End if  

End for 

Output: Polarity weight value of the sentiment sentence 

Algorithm 4.5: Algorithm to Determine the Polarity Weight of Sentiment Sentence 

 

4.2.8 Sentiment Classification  

Sentiment classification component is used to classify the sentiment sentence into 

positive, negative and neutral sentiment categories based on the average polarity weight 

value of the sentiment terms in the sentence. In this research work, sentiment 

classification performs based on lexicon-based techniques which takes the clue from 

sentiment lexicons. It extracts sentiment terms from the sentence using the dictionary of 

sentiment terms and its polarity weight values in the sentiment lexicon. The polarity 

value of the sentence is calculating from the polarity value of the sentiment words in the 
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sentence. This is performed by adding individual polarity weight values of the sentiment 

words in the sentence using Equation 1 and the final result used as the polarity weight 

values of the sentiment sentence.  

PWV =  ∑    
       ---------------------------------------- (2) 

Where, PWV is the total polarity weight value of the sentiment sentence S, m is the total 

number of positive or negative words in the sentence S, Wi is the individual polarity 

value of the sentiment words (i.e., positive, negative) in S. 

Sentiment Polarity is the polarity of the sentiment sentence. It is categorized based on the 

average polarity weight values in the sentences which are positive, strong positive, weak 

positive, negative, strong negative, weak negative and neutral polarity classes. The 

neutral polarity class has zero polarity weight values.  The system classifies the sentence 

into neutral class is either  there are equal number of positive and negative sentiment 

terms in the sentence, for instance “enjoy the crazy movie” or the sentence is non-

sentiment sentence since,  if there are equal numbers of positive and negative sentiment 

terms in sentiment sentence, then the average polarity weight value will be zero. In this 

case, the system is considered as the sentence as neutral and assigns zero polarity weight 

values. Table 4-3 shows the sentiment classes with their corresponding polarity weight 

values in the sentiment sentences.  

Table 4-3: Polarity Categories of Sentiment Sentences 

# polarity weight value Sentiment polarity Example  

1 If 0<pwv<=1 Weak positive The movie is less nice 

2 If 1<pwv<=2 Positive  The movie is nice 

3 If pwv>2 Strong positive The movie is very nice 

4 If pwv<-2 Weak negative The movie is less boring 

5 If -2<=pwv<-1 Negative  The movie is boring 

6 If -1<=pwv<0 Strong negative The movie is very boring 

7 If pwv=0 Neutral This is an Ethiopian movie 
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Chapter Five: Experiment 

5.1 Introduction 

Section 5.2, the development environment and tools used to develop the prototype of 

trilingual sentiment analysis system are discussed. Section 5.3 shows the prototype of the 

system. Section 5.4 deals the data collections used for language identification, to 

construct trilingual sentiment lexicon and to test the performance of the system. Section 

5.5 presents the results and discussions.  

5.2 The Development Environment and Tools 

The trilingual sentiment analysis system is developed and tested on Toshiba laptop 

computer: 

 Laptop computer with windows 7 ultimate operating system, Intel core i5 with 

2.6 GHz processor speed, 6.0GB RAM and 465 GB hard disk capacity 

 Other software components used to develop and test our system is Python, 

NLTK, Notepad++ and PyMySQL. 

Python
3
 is a simple yet powerful programing language with excellent functionality for 

processing linguistic data [68]. It is highly readable, allows data and methods to 

encapsulate and contains extensive library including components for graphical 

programing, numerical programing and web connectivity. For this work, the version 3.5 

of python 32-bits is used. It is used to develop the prototype of trilingual sentiment 

analysis system.   

NLTK
4
 is natural language processing toolkit that can be used to build NLP programs in 

python. It is an open source toolkit that contains open source python module, linguistic 

data and documentation for research and development in natural language processing 

field [68]. It provides basic class for representing data relevant to NLP, standard 

interface for performing tasks such as text classification, part-of-speech tagging and 

syntactic parsing. In this work, NLTK is used for sentence and word tokenization in 

order to split the input sentiment sentences into lists of words.  

                                                           
3
 http://www.python.org/ 

4
 http://www.nltk.org/ 
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Notepad++
5
 is a free source code editor and the replacement of Notepad that supports 

several languages.  In this work, we used Notepad++ version of 7.5.1 with 32-bits which 

is used to build and edit the lexicons.  

PyMySQL
6
 is the package that contains pure-Python MySQL client library and used to 

connect and access MySQL databases.  

 

5.3 Prototype of the System 

The system prototype is developed using python programming language. The developed 

system provides the functionalities for analyzing user generated sentiment texts. Users 

can provide the sentiment texts into the system in two ways. One by preparing the 

sentiment texts in UTF-8 file formats in specific location and imported into the system or 

by providing sentiment sentences one by one on the provided GUI. Then, the system 

generates the sentiment polarity with corresponding polarity weight values. Figure 5.1 

shows the UI of trilingual system  

 

Figure 5-1: Trilingual Sentiment Analysis System UI 

 

 

                                                           
5
 https://notepad-plus-plus.org/ 

6
 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/PyMySQL/ 
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Figure 5.2 shows the system provides summarized sentiment information.  

 

Figure 5-2: Analyzed Sentiment Information Result 

 

Figure 5-3: Result of Input Sentiment Text with its Sentiment and Polarity Values 
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5.4 Data Collection  

In this research work, different datasets were collected for language identification, to 

build trilingual sentiment lexicons and to evaluate the performances of the trilingual 

sentiment analysis system.  

Language identification: English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages were detected in 

word level using lexicon based approaches. To build the lexicon, English, Amharic and 

Tigrigna wordlists were used. English wordlists are collected from [69] which have a 

total of 109,584 English words for English language identification. Similarly, Tigrigna 

and Amharic wordlists were collected from [70]. Manual preprocessing activities were 

made for Amharic and Tigrigna wordlists in order to avoid unimportant words and 

phrases. After the preprocessing activity is completed, a total of 341,669 Amharic words 

and 384,205 Tigrigna words were used for Amharic and Tigrigna language 

identification.  

Trilingual sentiment lexicon: the trilingual sentiment lexicon is built manually by 

collecting sentiment words from various resources. For English sentiment word 

detections, English sentiment words were collected from [71] and for Amharic and 

Tigrigna mentioned in Section 4.2.2. In general, the trilingual sentiment lexicon contains 

English, Amharic and Tigrigna sentiment words and the sentiment words are validated 

by linguistic expertise. Some lists of the sentiment words are provided on the Appendix 

part. Table 5-1 shows the total number of sentiment words used to build the trilingual 

sentiment lexicons.   

Table 5-1: Sentiment Words in Trilingual Sentiment Lexicons 

Language 

Sentiment words 

Positive  Negative  Context valence shifters  

English 2006 4783 25 

Amharic 1009 1264 18 

Tigrigna 1663 1122 26 
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Finally, for performance evaluation of trilingual sentiment analysis system, 564 

sentiment sentences have been manually collected from Facebook and YouTube on the 

domain of movie, music, politics and hotel. These domains were collected because of 

absence of any prepared available written sentiment sentences in Amharic and Tigrigna 

languages. At the time of collecting the data, the sentiments on the posted topics are 

selected randomly. After collecting the sentiment data, we made manual sentiment 

classification with help of linguistic expertise. The manual sentiment classification helps 

to compare the results generated by the system. The manual sentiment classification is 

used to assign the polarity of the sentiment sentences and helps to compare the results of 

the system after conducting the experiment. In this research work, sentiment sentences 

are categorized into three basic classes based on their semantic orientations: positive, 

negative and neutral sentiment classes. While, the positive and negative sentiment 

classes are classified further into positive, strong positive, weak positive, negative, strong 

negative and weak negative sentiment classes. The sentiment sentences can contain 

English, Amharic, Tigrigna and mixed language of words since different opinion holders 

can express their feelings for the same topic in different perspectives; it can use different 

languages or can combine languages for their expressions. For example, consider this 

sentence “nice movie አዜያ ማሃሪት ዜኮነት film so ቀጽሌለ!!!” or “too much happy አይዯሇሁም 

በዙህ music” In this example, the first sentiment sentence contains Tigrigna and English 

words in the movie topic, while the second sentiment sentence contains English and 

Amharic words in the music topic. In this study, such kinds of sentences are considered 

and the sentiment is determined based on the sentiment words in the sentence. However, 

there are also pure Amharic, Tigrigna and English sentiment sentences on the topic from 

opinion holders. Finally, the collected sentiment sentences were categorized into 

predefined categories: positive, strong positive, weak positive, negative, strong negative, 

weak negative and neutral sentiment classes. 

5.5  Results and Discussion 

5.5.1 Evaluation Procedures  

The experiment is done to measure the overall performance of the developed trilingual 

sentiment analysis system. In this research work, a total of 564 sentiment sentences were 

used to test the accuracy of the system. The test results achieved were presented in 

Section 5.5.3 in Table 5-2.  
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5.5.2 Evaluation Results 

The role of this activity is to describe the evaluation metrics of the designed system and 

followed by its test results. We have used precision, recall and F-measure evaluation 

metrics to measure the effectiveness of the selected approach. In this study, the 

experiment is done based on the sentiment polarity classes and evaluates each evaluation 

metrics corresponding to each sentiment polarity classes. The sentiment polarity classes 

are classified into seven categories: positive, weak positive, strong positive, negative, 

weak negative, strong negative and neutral classes. At last, the precision, recall and F-

measure were calculated in the experiment for each polarity classes.  

 

Precision measures the correctness of the classifier. It is the ratio of the correctly 

classified sentiment categories over the sentiment classified into correct sentiment 

categories. In other words, it measures how many of the sentiment sentences that the 

system classified in the correct class. A high precision indicates the system achieves the 

better correctness on sentiment sentence classification.  

P =  
  

       
 ……………………………………. (3) 

Where, P stands for precision, TP stands for true positive and it denotes the number of 

sentiment sentences classified in correct sentiment class and FP stands for false positive, 

it represents the number of incorrectly classified sentiment sentences as correct class. 

Recall is the ratio of the total number of correctly classified sentiment class to the total 

number of correct sentiment in the actual class. High recall refers the system is better and 

not miss correct classes. 

R = 
  

       
         …………………………………….  (4) 

R stands for recall, TP stands for true positive and it donates the number of sentiment 

sentences classified in a correct class, FN stands for false negative and it donates the 

number of sentiment sentences classified incorrectly in other class.   

F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. That is: 

F-measure =   
     

   
         ………………………….. (5) 
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5.5.3 Test Results 

In this research work, to evaluate the performance of the system and its effectiveness on 

sentiment polarity classifications, the experiment is conducted using the collected 

sentiment datasets. In this experiment, we considered the effects of contextual valence 

shifter terms and taking an account of negation terms in sentiment sentences. The 

negation and contextual valance shifter terms include the amplifiers, deminishers and 

conjunction terms in sentiment sentences, due to this, the sentiment polarity classes are 

classified into seven categories which are positive, strong positive, weak positive, 

negative, strong negative, weak negative and neutral classes. Table 5-2 shows the 

evaluation results of the experiment on each sentiment polarity classes.  

Table 5-2: Evaluation Result of the Experiment 

Polarity class 

Evaluation Metrics 

Precision (%) Recall (%) F-score (%) 

Weak positive 89.31 72.67 80.13 

Positive 95 85.95 92.40 

Strong positive 94.54 90.29 92.36 

Negative 91.61 84 87.64 

Weak negative 83.79 85.28 84.53 

Strong negative 85.14 78.14 81.49 

Neutral 73.07 97.16 83.41 

Average  87.49 84.78 85.99 

 

5.5.4 Discussion 

As shown from Table 5-2 above, the experimental results are different for each polarity 

classes. In this Subsenction, we discuss the results of each polarity classes and the 

reasons of the variation of the results on each polarity classes.  

In Table 5-2, the precision of positive and strong positive polarity classes are higher than 

the remaining polarity classes, because much of the test datasets contain the positive 
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sentiment sentences and the sentiment sentences belong in the positive and strong 

positive sentiment classes. Therefore, the size of the sentiment sentences belongs in 

positive and strong positive sentiment classes help to achieve better performance results 

in the polarity classification of the system. In negative and strong negative polarity 

classes, the precision is higher than their recalls. This indicates the classification 

approach predicts the right sentiment classification in negative and strong negative 

sentiment polarity classes and the system achieves better correctness in the classification. 

In neutral polarity class, the system achieves the lowesr precision, but the highest recall 

from the other polarity classes. The reason is the effect of misspelling sentiment words in 

sentiment sentences, the equal occurance of sentiment terms in the sentence, the size of 

the sentiment words in the trilingual sentiment lexicons and the presence of sarcastic 

sentence in sentiment sentences. For example, the sentence „I appreciate the way how he 

expresses about narrow minded politcians‟, this is a sentiment sentence and it has 

positive polarity, however due to equal number of sentiment term occurance (i.e., one 

positive term (appreciate) and one negative term (narrow)) in the sentence, the system 

assigns the sentence wrongly into neutral polarity class. Other example also, „this is a 

beautifull cultural wedding song!!!!!!‟ in this example, the sentiment sentence contains a 

wrong spelling sentiment word (i.e., beautifull) and the system considers all the terms in 

the sentence are neutral and the sentence has neutral polarity values. If the sentiment 

sentence contains misspelled sentiment terms, equal number of sentiment terms, or not 

correctly identified the language of the sentiment terms or the sentiment term not exists 

in the trilingual sentiment lexicons, then the system automatically assigns the polarity of 

the sentence into neutral polarity classes. Therefore, an incorrect polarity classification of 

the sentiment sentence into neutral polarity class has an influence to the performance 

results of neutral polarity classes. In general, the absences of spelling checker, the 

existence of sarcastic sentences and ambiguous words in sentiment sentences have their 

own negative inpacts/influences in overall performance of the system in sentiment 

classifications.  

In general, the values of the evaluation metrics are encouraging, large size of positive 

and negative sentiment terms in the lexicon, appropriate language identification, 

concerning the effects of valance shifters and negation terms in sentiment sentences are 

assumed to improve the performance of the sentiment polarity classifications.  
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Chapter Six: Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion 

There are several social media sites that use different languages around the world. It is 

obvious that the contents of the information available on the social media can be in 

different languages. With the high availabilities of multilingual text data on social media, 

it needs to handle the social media textual contents written in multiple languages and 

needs to convert the multilingual data into understandable and easily useable formats. 

Regarding this, multilingual sentiment analysis tries to analyze and classify sentiment 

sentences based on the sentiment polarities using various approaches.   

Accordingly, this study addressed the knowledge gap or problem of sentiment analysis 

on trilingual sentiment sentences, typically available on social media. In order to address 

this problem, this study investigated an open source tools which provide various 

services. The levels of sentiment analysis and different techniques used for sentiment 

analysis and classifications like lexicon based approach, machine learning approach and 

hybrid approach were studied. This research work, investigated the linguistic behaviors 

of English, Amharic and Tigrigna languages especially on their morphological 

characteristics. The comprehensive reviews on monolingual and multilingual sentiment 

analysis on social media and related areas were undertaken. An understanding of the 

techniques and linguistic behaviors allowed the formulation of the requirements for each 

component of trilingual sentiment analysis system. The trilingual sentiment analysis 

system consists of preprocessor, language identifier, morphological analyzer, sentence 

constructor using root words, sentiment term detector, sentiment term polarity weight 

determiner and sentiment classifier components. 

In developing the trilingual sentiment analysis system, this study employed language 

identification component for the purpose of morphological analysis and detecting 

sentiment terms of the corresponding languages in the inputted texts. The languages are 

from different families with their own writing scripts. In order to maintain the data 

uniformity and consistency, the Ethiopic scripts were converted into Latin scripts since 

Latin script representations are less complex and contain small numbers of letters 

relative to Ethiopic scripts.  Analyzing of trilingual sentiment sentences are based on 

sentiment terms in the trilingual sentiment lexicons and some rules for detecting and 
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determining the polarity weights of sentiment terms were built in the sentiment 

sentences. 

Finally, in order to verify the objective, evaluation of trilingual sentiment analysis 

system was performed using social media data. The evaluation takes from the 

performance test of the system. The success of the demonstration and performance test 

clearly showed that the feasibility of providing the system for analysis of sentiment texts 

on social media. To evaluate the performance of the system on sentiment analysis, 564 

sentiment sentences were collected from different topics that were posted on Facebook 

and YouTube. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the system precision, recall and F-

measure evaluation metrics were conducted and an average precision of 87.49%, average 

recall of 84.78% and average F-measure of 85.99% were obtained from the experiment. 

This study showed promising results, but more comprehensive future works make this 

more findings improved.  

6.2 Contribtion of the Thesis 

The findings of this study can have considerable contributions as explained here under. 

 Studied the trilingual sentiment analysis on social media using English, Amharic 

and Tigrigna languages help as bridge for other related works on trilingual 

sentiment analysis.  

 Developed an algorithm that identifies the language of input texts from trilingual 

sentiment sentences. 

 Developed an algorithm that detects and determines polarity values of sentiment 

terms from trilingual sentiment sentences. 

 Built the trilingual sentiment lexicons for sentiment term detection and polarity 

weight determination in trilingual sentiment sentences.  

 Developed a trilingual sentiment analysis system that analyzes and classifies 

sentiment polarities of trilingual sentiment sentences. 
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6.3 Future Work 

The primary purpose of this study was to design and develop a trilingual sentiment 

analysis system on social media. In order to develop a full-fledged trilingual sentiment 

analysis system on social media, it needs coordinated team work from linguistic 

expertise and computer science expertise. Even if the system had already demonstrated 

good performance on realistic setting, still it needs further improvements.  Future work 

may address the following in order to have a full-fledge of trilingual sentiment analysis 

system. 

 Building more comprehensive list of positive and negative sentiment words to 

enhance the performance of the system. 

 Identifying the language in phrase level and text level helps to include sentiment 

classification using phrase patterns.   

 Developing sentiment terms in domain specific provides to take account of 

domain dependent sentiment terms and enhance system performance. 

 Modeling ambiguous sentiment words helps to perform an appropriate sentiment 

classification. 

 Modeling sarcastic or ironic sentences helps to reduce an incorrect classification 

of sentiment polarities. 

 Analyzing sentiments in feature level helps to determine the sentiments on 

specific features/aspects of the objects. 
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Appendix-1: Approval Letter for Linguistic Expertise  
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Appendix-2: Sample English Positive Sentiment Words 

Abound appreciate Fair lovable Nice Success 

Abounds appreciated Fairly lovably Nicely Suffice 

Abundance appreciates fairness love Nicer Sufficed 

Abundant appreciative Faith loved Nicest Suffices 

Accessible appreciatively Faithful lovely Nifty sufficient 

Acclaim appropriate Fame lover Nimble sufficiently 

Acclaimed approval Famed loves Noble Suitable 

acclamation approve Famous loving Nobly sumptuous 

Accolade beautiful famously loyal Noiseless Super 

Accolades beautifully Fancier loyalty Notably Superior 

accommodative beautify Fancy lucid Nourish superiority 

accomplish beauty Fanfare lucidly Nourishing Supple 

accomplished beckon Fans luck Nourishment Support 

accomplishment beckoned fantastic luckier Novelty supportive 

Accurate beckoning fascination luckiest Nurturing supports 

Accurately beckons fashionable luckiness Obtainable supremacy 

Achievable believable fashionably lucky Openly supreme 

achievement beloved Fast lucrative Openness supremely 

achievements benefactor Faster luminous Optimal surmount 

Acumen beneficent Fastest lush Optimism Surpass 

Adaptable beneficial faultless luster Optimistic Surreal 

Adaptive beneficially Favor lustrous Opulent Survival 

Adequate beneficiary favorable luxuriant Orderly Swank 

Adjustable benefit Favored luxuriate Originality swankier 

Admirable benefits Favorite luxurious Outdone swankiest 

Admirably benevolence fearless luxuriously Outshine Swanky 

Admiration benevolent fearlessly luxury Outsmart sweeping 

Admire best feasible lyrical Outstrip Sweet 

Admirer better feasibly magic Outwit Sweetly 

Admiring blameless fecilitous magical Ovation sweetness 

Admiringly bless Feisty magnificent Overjoyed Swift 

Adorable blessing felicitate magnificently Overtake swiftness 

Adore bliss Felicity majestic Overtaking Talent 

Adored blissful Fertile majesty Overtook Talented 

Adorer blissfully Fervent manageable Painless Talents 

Adoring blithe fervently marvel Painlessly Tantalize 

Adoringly blockbuster Fervid marveled Palatial tenacious 

Adroit bloom Fervidly marvelous Pamper tenaciously 

Adroitly blossom Fervor marvelously Pampered Tenacity 

Adulate bolster Festive marvels Pampers Tender 

Adulation bonny Fidelity master Panoramic Tenderly 

Adulatory bonus Fiery masterful Paradise Terrific 

Advanced bonuses Fine masterfully Paramount terrifically 

Advantage boom Finely masters Passion Thank 
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advantageous booming Finer mastery Passionate Thankful 

advantageously boost Finest matchless Passionately Thinner 

advantages boundless Firmer mature Patience Thrilled 

adventurous bountiful Flashy maturely Patient Thrilling 

Advocate brainiest Flatter maturity Patiently thrillingly 

Advocated brainy flattering meaningful Patriot Thrills 

Advocates brand-new flatteringly memorable Patriotic Tidy 

Affability brave flawless merciful Peace Timely 

Affable bravery flawlessly mercifully Peaceable Tingle 

Affably breeze flexibility mercy Peaceful Titillate 

Affectation bright Flexible merit Peacefully titillating 

Affection brighten Flourish meritorious Peach tolerable 

affectionate brighter flourishing merrily Peerless Tough 

Affinity brightest Fluent merriment Peps Tougher 

Affirm brilliance Flutter merriness Perfect toughest 

Affirmation brilliances Fond merry Perfection Traction 

Affirmative brilliant Fondly mesmerize Perfectly Tranquil 

Affluence brilliantly fondness mesmerized Permissible tranquility 

Affluent brotherly foolproof mesmerizes Perseverance transparent 

Afford bullish foremost mesmerizing Persevere Treasure 

Affordable buoyant foresight miracle Personages Trendy 

Affordably cajole formidable miracles Personalized Triumph 

Agile calm fortitude miraculous Phenomenal triumphal 

Agilely calming fortuitous modern phenomenally triumphant 

Agility calmness fortuitously modest Picturesque Trivially 

Agreeable capability fortunate modesty Piety Trophy 

agreeableness capable fortunately momentous Playful Trump 

Agreeably capably Fortune morality Pleasant Trumpet 

Alluring captivate fragrant motivated Pleasantly Trust 

Alluringly captivating Free neat Pleased Trusted 

Altruistic catchy freedom unity Pleases Trusting 

altruistically celebrate freedoms unlimited Pleasure trustingly 

Amaze celebrated Fresh useful Plentiful Trusty 

Amazed celebration friendliness valuable Pluses Truthful 

amazement concise friendly victory Polite truthfully 

Amazing confidence Fun wealthy Verifiable versatile 
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Appendix-3: Sample English Negative Sentiment Words 

Abnormal babble Careless damage elimination Negate 

Abolish backache Caricature damn emaciated Neglect 

Abort backbite Carnage damnable emasculate Negligence 

Aborted backward Carp damnation embarrass Negligent 

Aborts Bad Castigate damned embattled Nemesis 

Abrade baffle Casualty damper embroil Nepotism 

Abrasive Bait Cataclysm danger emergency Nervous 

Abrupt Balk Cave dark emphatic Nettle 

Abscond banal Censure dastard emptiness Neurotic 

Absence Bane Chafe daunt encroach Neurotically 

Absurd banish Chaff dawdle endanger Niggle 

Abuse barren challenging daze enemies Niggles 

Abusive baseless Chaos dead enemy Nightmare 

Accidental Bash Chaotic deaf enervate Nitpick 

Accost bashful Chasten dearth enfeeble Nitpicking 

Accursed bashing Chastise death enflame Noise 

Accusation bastard Chatter debacle engulf Noises 

Accuse bearish Cheap debase enjoin Noisier 

Accusing beastly Cheat debaser enmity Noisy 

Acerbate bedlam Cheesy debauch enrage Nonsense 

Acerbic befoul Chide debt enslave Nosey 

Ache Beg Childish debts entangle Notoriety 

Acrimony beggar Chill decay entrap Notorious 

Adamant beguile Chintzy decayed envious Noxious 

Addict belabor Choke deceit erase Nuisance 

Addicted belated Choleric deceitful erode Numb 

Addicting Belie Choppy deceive error Obese 

Addicts belittle Chore declaim evade Object 

Admonish bellicose Chronic decline evil Oblique 

Adulterate bemoaning Chunky decrement eviscerate Obliterate 

adversarial bemused Clamor decrepit exacerbate Obliterated 

Adversary Bent Clash decry excessive Oblivious 

Adverse berate Clique defamation exclusion Obnoxious 

Adversity bereave Clog defamations excoriate Obscene 

Afflict bereft Cloud defamatory excuse Obscenely 

Affliction berserk Clueless defame exhaustion Obscenity 

Afflictive beseech Clumsy defect exhausts Obscure 

Affront beset Clunky defensive exhort Obscured 

Afraid besiege Coarse defiance exile Obscures 

Aggravate besmirch Cocky defiant expensive Obscurity 

aggravating bestial Coerce deficient expire Obsess 

Aggression betray Coercion defile explode Obsessive 

Aggressive betrayal Coercive defiler exploit Obsolete 

Aggressor betrayer Cold deform expulse Obstacle 
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Aggrieve betrays Collapse defunct expunge Obstinate 

Aggrieved bewail Collude defy exterminate Obstinately 

Aghast beware Collusion degenerate extinguish Obstruct 

Agonies bewitch Combative degrade extort Obstructs 

Agonize Bias Combust deject fabricate Obtrusive 

Agonizing bicker Comical delay fabrication Obtuse 

Agony bigotries Complain delinquency facetious Occlude 

Aground bigotry Complex delinquent facetiously Occluded 

Ail Bitch Complicit delirious fail Occludes 

Ailing biting Conceit delirium fake Occluding 

Ailment bitter Concern delude fall Odd 

Aimless Blab Concerns deluge famine Offence 

Alarmed blabber Concession delusion fanatic Offend 

Alarming Blah Condemn demean farce Offender 

Alarmingly blame condemned demise farcical Offending 

Alienate Bland Condemns demolish fat Offenses 

Alienated blandish condescend demon fatal Offensive 

Alienation blasted Confess demonic fatigue Officious 

Allege blatant Confession demonize fault Ominous 

Allergic blather Conflict denial faze Ominously 

Allergies Bleak Conflicted denied fear Omission 

Allergy bleed Conflicting denies fell Omit 

Aloof blemish Conflicts denigrate fever Onerous 

Altercation Blind Confront denounce fibber Onerously 

Ambiguity blister Confuse dense fickle Onslaught 

Ambiguous bloated consequence dent fiend Opinionated 

ambivalence blockage Contagious dented fissures Opponent 

ambivalent bloody contaminate dents fist Oppose 

Ambush blotchy Contend deny flair Opposition 

Amiss Blow Contort deplore flak Oppositions 

Amputate blunder contortions deprave flake Oppress 

Anarchism Blunt Contradict depress flakey Oppression 

Anarchist Blur Contrive deprive flaking Oppressive 

Anarchy Blurt Corrode desert flaky Oppressors 

Anemic Bore Corrosion desolate flare Ordeal 

Anger break Corrosive despise flares Orphan 

Angry bribery Corrupt despised flaunt Ostracize 

Anguish bruise Costly despoil flaw Outcry 

Animosity brutal Crack despoiler overkill Outlaw 

Annihilate bumps Crash despondence irritate Overact 

Annoy Bunk Craze despondency isolate Overacted 

Anomaly burden Crazily despondent jam Overawe 
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Appendix-4: Sample Amharic Positive Sentiment Words 

ሀሊፊነት መሰረት  ሲማርኩ ቆንጆዎች ብሌሆች ንፁሃት ብሌህ 

ሀመሌማሌ መሰናዲት ሲማርክ በሀቅ ብሌጠተኛ ንፁህ መሇገስ 

ሀቀኛ መሳካት ሲሳይ በሀይሇኛ ብሌጠተኛሞች ንፁኅ መሊእክት 

ሀቀኛሞች መረዲዲት ሲራክ በሀይሌ ብሌጠት ንፁህነት መሌማት 

ሀቅ መረጋጋት ሲጣፍጡ በሀይማኖት ብሌጣብሌጥ ንፁሆች መሌኣክ 

ሀብታም መርካት ሲጣፍጥ በህጋዊ ብሌጥ ንፅህና መሌከመሌካም 

ሀብታሞች መሸባረቅ ሳቂታ በህግ ብሌጦች አህዚብ መሌካም 

ሀብት መበሇህ ሳያመነታ በሇወሇተኞች ብሌፅግና አሊማ መሌካምነት 

ሀዋሪያ  መበረከት ስሌት በሌማት ብሩክ አሊማችን መሌካሞች 

ሀያሌ መበራከት ስሌጡን በመሌካም ብራቮ አሊማዎች መመሰገን 

ሀይሇኛ መበርታት ስሌጡኖች በመሰካት ብርሀን አሌማዜ መማረክ 

ሃይሇኛ መተጋገዜ ስሌጣኔ በማሰተዋሌ ብርቅ አመስጋኝ መሰረታዊ 

ሀይሌ መታዜ ስሌጣን በማእረግ ብርቅዮ አመስጋኞች ሰሌጣኔ 

ሀይማኖተኛ መታገስ ስመጥር በምህረት ብርቱ አመቺ ሰብአዊ 

ሀይማኖት መነቃቅያ ስምም ነት  በምርጥ ብርቱዎች አመነ ሰናይ 

ሁነኛ መንቃት ስርዒት ያሇው በምቾት ብርታት አመነች ሰኬታመኞች 

ህሉና መንፈሳዊ ስርዒትያሇው በሰሊም ብርታቶኞች አመኔታ ሰኬታሞቹ 

ህዜባዊ መዋዯድ ስብቅሌ በሰፊው ብፁእ አማሌክት ሰኬታሞች 

ህያው መድሀኒት  ስብእና በሰፋፊ ተሀድሶ አማረ ሰኬቶች 

ህጋዊ መግባባት ስተና በስኬት ተሊሌቅ አማኖች ሰወዲቹ 

ህግ መጠበብ ስንደ በረከተ ተሌእኮ አሜን ሰጪ 

ሆዯ ቡቡ መፅናት ስንደዎች በረከተች ተመራጭ አምሊክ ሰፊ 

ሆዯ ባሻ መፅናናት ስኬተኛ በረከተኛ ተመጣጣኝ አሰሌጣኝ ሰፋፊ 

ሇሀብታሞች መፈቃቀር ስኬታማ በረከቱ ተሰጥኦ አሰተማሪ ሰፋፊዎች 

ሇቁምነገር መፋጠን ስኬታማዎች በረከታማ ተሳክቶሌናሌ አሰተማሪዎች ቅንነት 

ሇበረታ ሙሁራን ስኬታም በረከታም ተስማሚ አሰዯናቂዎች ቅኖች 

ሇበጎ ሙሁራዊ ስኬት በረከት ተስማሚ የሆነ አሳመረ ቅደሳን 

ሇባም ሙሁሮች ስወዱሽ በረከቶች ተስማሚየሆነ አሳማኝ ቅደስ 

ሇባሞች ሙለ ስወድክ በርህራሄ ተስፋ አሳኩ ቅደሶች 

ሇብመዋሌ ሙሩቃን ስያምር በሸጋዎች ተቀባይነት  አሳካች ቅድስት 

ሇተከበሩ ሙሩቃኖኝ ስጦታ በቁምነገር ተባራከተ አስቂኝ ቅድስና 

ሇተከበራ ሙቹዎች ረቂቅ በቂ ተነሳሽነት  አስተማማኝ ቆራጥ 

ሇተከበራቹ ሙያተኛ ረኪቻሇሁ በቅሌጡፍ ተአማኒነት  አስተምሮኛሌ ቆነጃጅት 

ሇተዋቡ ሙያዊ ረክተናሌ በበጎ ተአምረኛ አስተካካይ ቆንጆ 

ሇትሌቅ ሚና ረዣዥም በበጎነት ተአምር አስተዋይ ከምርጥ 

ሇእውነት ሚዚን ረዥም በትሌቅ ተኣምራዊ አስተዋይነት ከምቹ 

ሇክቡራን ማሇፍያ ረዥሞች በትክክሌ ተኣምሮች አስተዋዮች ከሰሊም 

ሇወዲጅ ማመሰገን ረጋ በትጋት ተከሊካይ አስታዋሽ ከሸጋዎች 

ሇወዲጆች ማማሩ ሩህሩህ በቸሩ ተወዲጅ አስዯማሚ  ከቆንጆዎች 

ሇሊቂ ማማር ራእይ በቸርነቱ ተዯስተናሌ አስዯሳች ከበሬታ 

ሇዚ ማስተዋሌ ራእዮች በነጻነት ተድሊ አስዯናቂ ከቸሩ 
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ሇዯግ ማስዯነቁ ርህሩህ በንቃት ተገቢ አስገራሚ ከአሪፍ 

ሇዯጎች ማራኪ ርህሩህነት በንፁህ ተጋሰች አስገራሚዎች ከእውነት 

ሇገሰ ማራኪዎች ርህራሄ በአሇማ ተግባቢ አስፈሊጊ ከወዲጅነት 

ሇገሰች ማርካት ሸጋ በአሪፍ ተጠቃሚ አሪፍ ከወዲጆች 

ሇገናና ማርኮኛሌ ሸጋው በእምነት ተጨባጭ አሪፎች ከዯህና 

ሇጋስ ማሸነፍ ሸግቱ በእውቀት ተጫዋች  አራዲ ከጀግናዎች 

ሇጋስነት ማእረገኛ ሸግየ በእውነት ተፈሊጊ  አርበኛ ከገናና 

ሇጋሶች ማእረግ ሻጋዎች በእድሌ ታሊቅ አርአያ ከጎበዜ 

ሇጋሽ ማእረጎች ሽሙንሙን በእድገት ታሊቆች አርኪ ከጎበዝች 

ሇግሰናሌ ማእረጎኞች ቀሊሌ በኩራት ታማኝ  አርኪዎች ከጠበቡ 

ሇጎለ ማዯግ ቀሌጣፋ በወዲጅ ታታሪ አሸበረቀ ከጠናካራዎች 

ሇጎሊ ምሁራዊ  ቀራጭ በወዲጅነት ታዋቂ አሸብራቂ ከጥሩ 

ሇጎበዝች ምሁር ቀሽት በወዲጆች ታዚዥ  አሸብራቂዎች ከፍተኛ 

ሇጠንካራ ምህረተኛ ቀብራራ በውሇታ ታድያስ አሸነፈ ኩሩ 

ሇጠንካሮች ምህረት ቀኝ በሊቂነት ታጋሽ አሸናፉ ኩራተኛ 

ሇጥሩ ምሰጉን ቀያማ በዯህና ታጋች አሸናፊዎች ኩራታም 

ሇፀኑ ምሳላ ቀያይ በዯስተኞች ትሁት አቅሌ ኩራት 

ሇፍቅር ምስገና ቀይ በዯስታ ትህተኞች አቅም  ክቡራን 

ሇፍትህ ምስጋና ቀዮች በዯግነት ትህትና አበርቺ ክቡር 

ለባ ምሩቅ ቀጥታ በድፍረት ትሌቅ አብነት ክብረታማ 

ሌሙጥ ምርጣምርጥ ቁሌጡፍ በጎ ትሌቆች አናብስት ክብረታም 

ሌማታዊ ምርጥ ቁሌጣፋ በጎኞች ትብብር አንበሳ ክብረት 

ሌማት ምርጦች ቁም ነገረኛ በጎዎች ትእግሰቶች አንበሳ ክብረኞች 

ሌማቶች ምቸተኛ ቁምነገረኛ በጎፍቃድ ትእግስተኛ አንበሶች ክብር 

ሌምሊሜ ምቹ ቁምነገራም በጠቀመ ትእግስተኞች አንድነት ወሊድ 

ሌምድ ምቾት ቁምነገር በጥሩ ትእግስት አንጠሌጣይ ወሰክ 

ሌባዊ ምቾት ያሇው ቁምነገሮች በፅዲት ትክክሇኛ አእምሮ ወሳኝ 

ሌብ ምክር ቁርጠኛ በፍቅር ትክክሌ አወቀ ወርቃማ 

ሌብ የሚያዯርስ ሞያ ቁርጠኛሞች በፍትህ ትጉ አወንታ  ወርቃወርቅ 

ሌብየሚያዯርስ ሞያተኛ ቁርጠኝነት በፍጥነት ትጉህ አወንታዊ ወርቅ 

ሌእሌና ሞያተኛሞች ቁድሳኖች በፍፁም ትጋተኛ አዋቂዎች ወሮታ 

ሌክ ሞያተኞች ቁጥብ ባሇሙያ ትጋት አዋኪ ወዯሌ 

ሌገሳ ሞገስ ቁጥብነት ባሇራእይ ትግሌ አኔታ  ወዲጄ 

መሇበሙ ሰሊማዊ ቃሌ ባሇራእዮች ቸር አዚኝ ወዲጅ 

መሇበማቸው ሰሊም ቅሌጥፍና ባሇቁምነገር ቸርነት አዜናኝ ወዲጅነት 

መሇበም ሰሊምተኛ ቅነኛ ባሇእውቀት ቻይ አይብ  ወዲጆቼ 

መሇበምዋ ሰሌጡን ቅን ባሇውሇታ ችልታ አይነተኛ ወዲጆች 
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Appendix-5: Sample Amharic Negative Sentiment Words 

ሃሊቀር ላብነት ሙሰኞች ስስታም ቅላታም ተቃራኒ ከይሲ 

 ሃኬተኛ ላቦች ሙስና ስስታም ቅላጣን ተቃዋሚ ከዲተኛ 

 ባሌተኛ ሌሞሽ ሙንኩራት ስስታም ቅማታም ተቃዋሚ  ከፊፊይ 

 ችኮ ሌቅ ሙጥኝ ስራ አጥ ቅማታምነት ተቃዋሚዎች ኩምትር 

 ኣሻፊ ሌቅሶ ሙጥኝ  ስራ ፈት ቅራቅንባም ተቃውሞ ኩራተኛ  

 ዜብርቅርቅ ሌክስክስ ሙጭጭ ስራአጥ ቅራኔ ተቅማጣም ኪሳራ  

 ፌኛ ሌክፍታም ማሰሌቸት ስራፈት ቅሬታ ተቅማጣም ካላቾ  

ሃሊቀር ሌብተኛ ማሳን ስርቅታ ቅር ተብታባ ክህዯት  

ኃሊቀሮች ሌግመኛ ማሳፈር ስቃይ ቅቅታም ተተናኮሇ ክሌክሌ  

ሀሜተኛ ሌግዜግዜ ማስገዯድ ስቃይ ቅናታም  ተተናኮሇች ክስ  

ሀሜተኞች ሌግዜግዜ ማስጠንቀቅያ ስብቅሌ ቅናት ተቺ ክፈ  

ሀሜታም መሀያሞች ማስጨነቅ ስንፍነት ቅንዜረኛ ተናዯዯ ክፉ 

ሀሜታሞች መሀይም ማርተኛ ስንፍና ቅንጣት ተናዲጅ ክፋተኛ 

ሀሜት መሀይምነት ማሸንክ ስያስጠለ ቅዠታም ተንካሽ ክፍ 

ሏሜት መሇመን ማበድ ስያስጠሊ ቅጡ ተንኮሇኛ ኮስታራ  

ሀሜት  መሌከ ቢስ ማንባት ስዯተኛ ቅጣት ተንኮሇኛ ኮርማታ  

ሃሞተ ቢስ መሌከ ጥፉ ማጣት ስድ ቅፅበታዊ ተንኮሇኞች ኮተታም 

ሀሰተኛ መሌከቢስ ማጭበርበር ስድብ ቅፅበት ተንኮሌ ኮተት 

ሀሰቴኛ መሌከጥፉ ማፈርያ ስድነት ቆማጣ ተዯባዲቢ ወሉዋይ  

ሀሰት መመናከር ማፈርያዎች ስዶቸ ቆራጣ ተጠራጣሪ ወሊቃ 

ሀሰቶች መማቀቅ ምሊሰኛ ስጋት ቆሻሻ ተጠቂ ወሊዋይ 

ሀራም መሰናክሌ ምስቅሌቅሌ ስግብግብ ቆሻሻም ተፃራሪ ወሌካፋ 

ሀራም መሰከር ምስቅሌቅሌ ረሃብተኛ ቆሻሻነት ተፅእነኖ ወሌጋዲ 

ሃብተ ቢስ መሳሳት ምስኪን ረሃብተኞች ቆሻሻዎች ቱባ ወስሊታ 

ሃብተቢስ መሳበብ ምቀኛ ረባሽ ቆንቃን ታማሚ ወረርሽኝ 

ሃካይ መስሪ ምቅኝነት ረብሸኛ ቆፈን ታማሚዎች ወረተኛ  

ሃካይ መስነፍ ምቅኝነት  ረብሻ ቆፍ ታራ ወረኛ 

ሃካዮች መስጠሊት ምፀት ርሃብ ቋጣሪ ትምክህተኛ ወረዯ 
ሃኬተኛ መረን ሞሊጫ ርሃብተኞች በኃሊቀር ትምክህት ወራዲ 
ሀን መሪር ሞሌቃቃ ርካሽ በኃሊቀርነት ትረባ ወሬ 

ሀንተኛ መራራ ሞሽሊቃ ሸረኛ በኃሊቀሮች ትርምስ ወሬኛ 

ሃንተኛ መራር ሞሽሊቃ ሸራፊ በሀሜት ትርፍራፊ ወሬኛ  

ሀንተኞች መርኛ ሞኛሞኝ ሸርሙጣ በሀሰተኛ ትርፍራፊ  ወቀሳ  

ሃጢአት መርኞች ሞኝ ሸርካታ በሀሰት ትችት ወንጀሇኛ 

ሁከት መርዚም ሞኝነት ሸቃባ በሀን ትችት  ወንጀሌ  

ህሉና ቢስ መርዚምነት ሞኞች ሸባ በህገወጥ ትንሽ ወከባ  

ህሉናቢስ መርዚሞች ሞዚዚ ሸንከኛ በህገወጥነት ትእቢተኛ ወገናዊ 

ህመም መርዜ ሞጃጃ ሸንከኛ በሇጌ ትእቢተኛ  ወፈፌ 

ህመምተኛ መርገም ሞጋጋ ሸከኛ በለታ ትእቢተኞች ዋሌጌ  

ህሙማን መሸወድ ሰሇቸኝ ሸካካ በላባ ትእቢታም ዋሸ 
ህቅታ መቀሇድ ሰሌቹ ሸክም በላቦች ትእቢት ዋሸች 
ህገወጠኛ መቀኝነት ሰሌቹ ሸፊፊ በሌቃጣ ትእቢትነት ውስብስብ 

ህገወጠኞች መቀኞች ሰስትጨክን ሸፋጥ በመርዜ ቸላተኛ ውስን 

ህገወጥ መቃብር ሰቃጢ ሹጣም በመተናኮሌ ቸላተኛ  ውርዯተኛ 
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ህገወጦች መቃወም ሰቃጢ ሻገተ በመከራ ቸሌተኛ ውርዯታም 

ህፌረት  መቅሰፌት ሰቅጣጭ ሻጋታ በሙሰና ቸጋራም ውርዯት 
ህፍረት መቅፍት ሰቅጣጭ ሻጥረኛ በሙሰኞች ቸግረኛ ውርዯቶች 
ሆዲም መቅጫ ሰበራዎች ሻፈዲ በሞኝነት ችሊ ባይ ውርጅብኝ  

ሆዲሞች መባሇግ ሰበበኛ ሽማግላ በሰነፍ ችሊባይ ውሸታም 
ኋሊቀር መተተኛ ሰበበኝነት ሽረኛ በሴራ ችስታ  ውሸታም 

ሇኃሊቀር መተናኮሌ ሰበበኞች ሽረኛ በስህተት ችኩላ  ውሸታሞች 
ሇኃሊቀሮች መታመም ሰበብ ሽቁምቁም በሽብር ችኩሌ ውሸት 
ሇሀሜተኛ መታበት ሰበብተኞች ሽበት በሽተኛ ችክቻካ ውሻ  

ሇሃጫም መቸገር ሰበብነት ሽባ በሽተኞች ችክቻካ ውዥምብር  

ሇመቀኛ መና ሰባራ ሽብር በሽታ ችኮ ውድመት  

ሇመቀኝነት መናኛ ሰባቂ ሽብርተኛ በሽታም ችኮሉ ዉሸታም  

ሇመከራ መናጢ ሰነፍ ሽብርተኝነት በቀሇኛ ችገራም ንቃሽ 
ሇሙሰኞች መናጢዎች ሰነፎች ሽንታም በቀላ ችጋራም ንትርክ 
ሇሙስና መናፈግ ሰከረች ሽፌታ በቂም ችግረኛ ንዜንዜ 
ሇማኝ መንቻክ ሰካራም ሾካካ በተንኮሌ ችግረኞች ንዯት 
ሇማኝነት መንቻክ ሰካራሞች ሾጣጣ በትእቢት ችግር ንጭንጭ 
ሇማኞች መንከፍ ሰያቱ ቀ ሽም በችግር ነሁሉሉ ንጭጭ 
ሇማጅ መንዚዚት ሰይጣን ቀሊሌ በአዯጋ ነሁሊሊ ንፈግ 
ሇሞኝ መአት ሰይጣኖች ቀሊጅ በውሸት ነቀፊ ንፉግ 

ሇሞኞች መከረኛ ሰጨክኑ ቀሊጅ በዯላ  ነቃፊ ንፌግ  

ሇሴራ መከራ ሰፍጠኛ ቀሌዯኛ በዯሌ ነውረኛ ንፍግ 

ሇቂም መከራዎች ሰፍጠኛ ቀሌዯኞች በድሀነት ነውረኞች ንፍግ 

ሇቃቃሚ መካናት ሱሰኛ ቀሌድ በጎሪጥ ነውራም ንፍግነት 

ሇቃቃሚ መካን ሱሰኞች ቀማተኛ በጥሊት ነውር ንፍጎች 
ሇብሊቢ መካንነት ሱሳም ቀማተኞች በጥባጭ ነውጠኛ አሇመሆን 
ሇተቸገረ መካኖች ሱሳሞች ቀማኛ በጨሇማ ነውጥ አሇመሆን  

ሇተቸገረች መዋረድ ሲተናኮለ ቀማኞች በጨሇማዎች ነዜነዚ አሇባላታ 
ሇተቸገሩ መዋሸት ሲተናኮሌ ቀሳጢ በጭባጭ ነዜናዚ አሇታዊ 
ሇካፊ መኛ ሲያጨበርባራ ቀሳፊ በጭባጭ ነዜናዚ አሇክሊኪ 
ሇገዜጋዚ መዜ ሲያጨበርብሩ ቀርፋፋ በጭካኔ ነዲይ አሊጋጭ 
ሇግጠኛ መዯብዯብያ ሲያጨበርብር ቀርፋፋ ቡከን ነገረኛ አሊግባብ 
ሇፈዲዲ መዯናገር ሲጨክን ቀሽም ቡካን  ነገረኛ አሳሳች 
ሇፍሊፊ መዯንዣ ሳይሳካ ቀበጥ ባሇጌ ነገረኛ አሳበበ 
ሇፍሰፍስ መዯዯብ ሴሰኛ ቀባጣሪ ባሇጌዎች ነጣቂ አሳበበች 
ሇፍዲዲ መጋኛ ሴሰኛ ቀብቃባ ባሊገር ነጭናጫ አሳበቡ 
ሇፍጫቃ መጣጣ ሴሰኛ  ቀነተኛ ባሌተኛ ነፃ አሳባቂ 
ለቃሳም መጥፈዎች ሴረኛ ቀናተኛ ባሌገዋሌ ነፈዜ አሳባቂ 

ለጢ መጥፋት ሴረኞች ቀውስ ባሌጋሇች ነፋጊ አሳዚኝ 
ሊጠፉ መጥፎ ሴራ ቁጣ ባርነት ነፌናፊ አዯገኛ 

ላባ መጥፎነት ሴራነት ባእድ ባርያ ነፌጠኛ አዯጋ 
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Appendix-6: Sample Tigrigna Positive Sentiment Words 

ጽቡቅ ሇጋስነት ምዕቡሌ ርህሩህ ዕምበባ ወሒሇ ዯንቕ 

ጽቡቅቲ ሇጋስ ማዕበሇ ራህሪሀ ዒምበበ ዉሑሌና ተዯነቐ 

ብጽቡቅ ሇገሰ ማዕቢሌና ራህሪህና ዒምቢብና ወሒሇታት ተዯኒቕና 

ጽቡቃት ሇጊስና ምዕቡሊት ርህሩሃት ዒምበብቲ ውሑሇን ተዯነቕቲ 

ጸቢቀ ሇጋሳት ማዕቢሇን ራህሪሀን ዒምቢበን ውሑሌኩም ተዯኒቐን 

ጸቢቅና ሇጊሰን ማዕቢሌኩም ራህሪህኩም ዒምቢብኩም ውሑልም ተዯኒቕኩም 

ጸቢቀን ሇጊስኩም ማዕቢልም ራህሪሆም ዒምቢቦም ውሑሊቶም ተዯኒቖም 

ጸቢቅኩም ሇጊስክን ማዕቢሊቶም ራህሪሃቶም ዒምቢባቶም ውሑሊተን ተዯኒቓቶም 

ጸቢቆም ሇገስቲ ማዕቢሊተን ራህሪሃተን ዒምቢባተን ውሑሌክን ተዯኒቓተን 

ጸቢቃቶም ክሌግስ ማዕቢሌክን ራህሪህክን ዒምቢብክን ውሕሇይቲ ተዯኒቐክን 

ጸቢቃተን ትሌግስ ምዕብሌቲ ርህርህቲ ዕምበባታት ወሒሇት ተዯኒቆም 

ጸቢቅክን ክሌግሱ ምምዕባልም ረህርህነት ዒምቢቦም ክውሕሌ ተዯኒቐ 

ክጽብቅ ክትሌግስ ምምዕባሊተን ክርህርህ ዒምበበት ትውሕሌ ተዯነቐት 

ትጽብቅ ክሌግሳ ምምዕባሊቶም ትርህርህ ክዕምብብ ክውሕለ ክተዯንቕ 

ክትጽብቅ ክትሌግሱ ምዕባሇ ክርህርሁ ትዕምብብ ክትውሕሌ ከዯንቑ 

ጽብቅነት ምሌጋስኩም ምዕባሌነት ክትርህርህ ክዕምብቡ ክውሕሊ ክተዯንቕ 

ክጽብቁ ምሌጋሳቶም ክምዕብሌ ክርህርሃ ክትዕምብብ ምውሒልም ከዯንቓ 

ክትጽብቁ ምሌጋሳተን ክምዕብለ ክትርህርህ ክዕምብባ ምውሒሊተን ድንቒ 

ክጽብቃ ምሌጋሶም ክትምዕብሌ ምርህራሆም ምዕምባቦም ምውሒልም ምድናቖም 

ምጽባቆም ምሌጋሳተን ክምዕብሊ ምርህራሃተን ምዕምባበተን ውሒሇ ምድናቓተን 

ምጽባቃተን ምሌጋሳቶም ክምዕብለ ምርህራሃቶም ዜዒምበበ ዜውሒሇ ዯነቐ 

ምጽባቃቶም ዜሇገሰ ትምዕብሌ ዜራህረሀ ዜዒመበበት ዜውሒሇት ዯነቐት 

ዜጸበቀ ዜሇገሰት ዜማዕበሇ ዜራህረሀት ዜዒምበብካ ዜውሒሌካ ዯንቐካ 

ዜጸበቀት ዜሇገስካ ዜማዕበሇት ዜራህረህካ ዜዒምበብኩም ዜውሒሌኩም ዯነቕኩም 

ዜጸበቅካ ዜሇገስኩም ዜማዕበሌካ ዜራህረህኩም ዜዒምበብክን ዜውሒሌክን ዯነቕክን 

ዜጸበቅኩም ዜሇገስክን ዜማዕበሌኩም ዜራህረህክን ዜዒምበብና ዜውሒሌና ዯነቕና 

ዜጸበቅክን ዜሇገስና ዜማዕበሌክን ዜራህረህና ዕውት ዋሒሇ ገርም 

ዜጸበቅና መሌክዏኛ ዜማዕበሌና ቀሲና ተዒወተ ውሕሌና ተገረመ 

ትሕጎስ መሌክዏ ስሌጡን ቅሱን ተዒወትና ዋሕሇሇ ተገሪምና 

ተሒጎሰ መሌኪዕና ሰሌጠነ ቀሰነ ተዒወትቲ ውሕለሌ ተገረምቲ 

ሕጉስ መሌክዏኛታት ሰሌጢና ቁስናት ትዕወት ውሕሌነት ትገርም 

ሕጉሳት መሌኪዏን ስሌጡናት ቀሲነን ተዒዊተን ዉዕዉዕ ተገሪመን 

ሕጉስቲ መሌኪዕኩም ሰሌጢነን ቀሲንኩም ተዒዊትኩም ዋዕወዏ ተገሪምኩም 

ተሒጊሰ መሌክዕ ሰሌጢንኩም ቀሲኖም ተዒዊቶም ዋዕዊዕና ተገሪሞም 

ተሒጊስና ክምሌክዕ ሰሌጢኖም ቀሲናቶም ተዒዊታቶም ዉዕዉዒት ተገሪማቶም 

ተሒጊሰን ትምሌክዕ ሰሌጢናቶም ቀሲናተን ተዒዊታተን ዋዕዊዏን ተገሪማተን 

ተሒጊስኩም ክምሌክዐ ሰሌጢናተን ቀሲንክን ተዒዊትክን ዋዕዊዕኩም ተገሪምክነ 

ተሒጊሶም ክትምሌክዕ ሰሌጢንክን ቅስንቲ ተዒወተ ዋዕዊዖም ተገረመት 

ተሒጊሳቶም ክምሌክዒ ስሌጥንቲ ቅሳነት ተዒወተት ዋዕዊዒቶም ክተገርም 

ተሒጊሳተን ክምሌክዐ ስሌጥንነት ክቀስን ክዕወት ዋዕዊዒተን ክግረሙ 

ተሒጊስክን ምምሌካዕኩም ክስሌጥን ክቀስኑ ክዕወቱ ዋዕውዕክን ክትግረም 

ክሕጎስ ምምሌካዒቶም ትስሌጥን ክትቀስን ክትዕወት ውዕውዕቲ ክግረማ 

ክሕጎሱ ምምሌካዒተን ክስሌጥኑ ክቀስና ክዕወታ ውዕዋዏ ምግራሞም 

ክትሕጎስ መሌኪዕክን ክትስሌጥን ክትቀስን ዕውቲ ዋዕወዏት ምግራማተን 
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ክሕጎሳ ምሌኩዕቲ ክስሌጥና ምቅሳኖም ዕውታት ትውዕውዕ ምግራሞም 

ምሕጋሶም ምምሌካዖም ክትስሌጥኑ ምቅሳናተን ምዕዋቶም ክውዕዉዕ ገረመ 

ምሕጋሳተን ምምሌካዒተን ምስሌጣኖም ምቅሳናቶም ምዕዋታተን ክውዕውዐ ገረመት 

ምሕጋሳቶም ምምሌካዒቶም ምስሌጣናተን ዜቀሰነ ተዒዊቶም ክትውዕውዕ ገረምካ 

ታሕጋስ ዜመሌክዏ ምስሌጣናቶም ዜቀሰነት ዜተዒወተ ክውዕውዒ ገረምኩም 

ታሕጋስነት ዜመሌክዏት ዜሰሌጠነ ዜቀሰንካ ዜተዒወተት ምውዕዋዖም ገረምክን 

ተሒጎሰ ዜመሌካዕካ ዜሰሌጠነት ዜቀሰንኩም ዜተዒወትካ ምውዕዋዏን ገረመና 

ዜተሒጎሰ ዜመሌካዕኩም ዜሰሌጠንካ ዜቀሰንክን ዜተዒወትኩም ምውዕዋዖም ዜሳነ 

ዜተሒጎሰት ዜመሌክዕክን ዜሰሌጠንኩም ዜቀሰና ዜተዒወትክን ዜዋዕወዏ ተሳነየ 

ዜትሒጎስካ ዜመሌክዕና ዜሰሌጠንክን በሉጽና ዜተዒወትና ዜዋዕወዏት ተሳኒና 

ዜትሒጎስኩም ማራኺ ዜሰሌጠና ብለጽ እደብ ዜዋዕወዕካ ተሳኒኩም 

ዜትሒጎስክን ማረኸ ስምረት በሇጸ አዯበ ዜዋዕወዕኩም ተሳኒየን 

ዜትሒጎስና ማሪኽና ሰመረ በሉጽና አዱብና ዜዋዕወዕክን ተሳኒዮም 

ሌብምነት ማራኺት ሰሚርና ብለጻት አዱብኩም ዜዋዕወዕና ተሳኒያቶም 

ሇባም ማሪኸን ሰሙራት በሉጸን እድብቲ ውዕዋዏ ተሳኒያተን 

ሇባማት ማሪኹም ሰሚረን በሉጽኩም እደባት ዉቁብ ተሳኒክን 

ትሌብም ማሪኽን ሰሚርኩም በሉጾም ክእዯቡ ውቃበ ተሳናይት 

ክሌብም ማራኽነት ሰሚሮም በሉጻቶም ክእዯብ ውቁባት ተሳነየ 

ክሌብሙ ክማርኽ ሰሚራቶም በሉጻተን ክትእዯብ ዉቅብቲ ተሳነየት 

ክትሌብም ክማርኹ ሰሚራተን በሉጽክን ክእዯባ ወቂበን ትሳነ 

ክሌብሙ ክትማርኽ ሰሚርክን ብሌጽቲ ተአዱበን ወቂብኩም ክሳነ 

ክሌብማ ክማርኻ ሰምርቲ ክበሌጽ ተአዱብኩም ወቂቦም ክሳነዪ 

ሇቢመ ክማርኹ ስምርነት ትበሌጽ ተአዱቦም ወቂባቶም ክትሳነይ 

ሇቢምና ምምራኹ ክሰምር ክበሌጹ ተአዱባቶም ወቂባተን ክሳነያ 

ሇቢመን ምምራኻቶም ክሰምሩ ክትበሌጻ ተአዱባተን ወቂብክን ክሳነዩ 

ሇቢምኩም ምምራኻተን ክትሰምር ክበሌጻ ተአዱብክን ውቅብቲ ምስናዮም 

ሇቢሞም ማራኺት ከሰምራ ክበሌጹ ትእዯብ ክውቅቡ ምስናያተን 

ሇቢማቶም ምምራኾም ክትሰምሩ ምብሊጾም ተአዱቦም ዉቃበ ምሰናዮም 

ሇቢማተን ምምራኸን ምስማሮም ምብሊጻተን ተአዯበ ውቅብና ስማዕማዕ 

ሇቢምክን ምምራኻቶም ምስማራተን ምብሊጻቶም ተአዯበት ክውቁብ ተስማዕሚዏ 

ሇበምቲ ዜማረኸ ምስማራቶም ብሌጹነት ምእዲቦም ትውቅብ ተስማዕሚዕና 

ምሌባሞም ዜማረኸት ዜሰመረ ዜበሇጸ ምእዯባተን ክውቁቡ ተስማዕኩም 

ምሌባማተን ዜማረኽካ ዜሰመረት ዜበሇጸት ዜተአዯበ ክትውቁብ ትስማዕማዕ 

ምሌባማቶም ዜማረኽኩም ዜሰመርካ ዜበሇጽካ ዜተአዯበት ክውቅባ ተስማዕሚዏን 

ዜሇበመ ዜማረኽክን ዜሰመርኩም ዜበሇጽኩም ዜተአዯብካ ምውቃቦም ተስማዕሚዕኩም 

ዜሇበመት ዜማረኽና ዜሰመርክን ዜበሇጽክን ዜተአዯብኩም ምውቃበን ተስማዕሚዖም 

ዜሇበምካ ምቹእ ዜሰመርና ዜበሇጽና ዜተአዯብክን ምውቃቦም ተስማዕሚዕኩም 

ዜሇበምኩም መቸአ ርቡሕ በሪህና ዜተአዯብና ዜወቀበ ተስማዕሚዒተን 

ዜሇበምክን መቺእና ትረብሕ ብሩህ ኩርዕ ዜወቀበት ተስማዕሚዕክን 

ዜሇበምና ምችኣት ረብሒ በርሀ ከርዏ ዜወቀብካ ክስማዕማዕ 

ሇዋህ መቺአን ረብሏ በሪህና ኮሪዕና ዜወቀብኩም ክስማዕመዐ 

ሇወሀ መቺኡኩም ረብሑና ብሩሃት ኩርዒት ዜወቀብክን ክትስማዕማዕ 

ሇዊህና መቺኦም ርቡሒት በሪሀን ክኮርዕ ዜወቀብና ክስማዕመዒ 

ሇዋሃት መቺኣቶም ረቢሏን በሪህኩም ክኮርዐ ዕግብ ክስማዕመዐ 

ክሌውህ መቺአተን ረቢሕኩም በሪሆም ክትኮርዕ አዕገበ ምስምማዖም 
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Appendix-7: Sample Tigrigna Negative Sentiment Words 

ኪሕዶም ኮራዪ መሕኒ መከራ ሰረ ዯንቆሮ ጽለሌቲ 

ኪሕዯን ኮራይት መሕኒት መከራታት ሰረት ዯንቆረ ፈዚዜ 

ካሕዲም ኮሪይና ከሕዜኑ መውት ሰረዘ ዯንቆረት ፈ 

ክሕዲቶም ኮሪያቶም ክተሕዜን ዜሞተ ሰሪን ዯንቂረን ፈዙዝም 

ክሕዲተን ኮሪያተን ከሕዜና ዜሞተት ሰሪዝም ዯንቆረ ፈዚዚት 

ካሕዲማት ክኩሪይ ከሕዜኑ ዜሞቱ ምስራዜ ዜዯንቆረት ፈዙን 

ክፉእ ኮረየት አሕንቲ ዜሞታ ሰቓይ ዜዯንቆሩ ዜፈ 

ከፍአ ክትኩሪይ መሕኖ መድረበዲ አሳቐየ ዜዯንቆርና ዜፈት 

ከፊኦም ክክርያ አሕዙኖም መድረባዲታት አሳቐየት ዯንቆረታት ዜፈዘ 

ከፊአን ኮረይቲ አሕዙነን መጺጽ ስቕያት ድንቁርና ዜፈዚ 

ከፊኣቶም ምክራየን አሕዙንና መጸጽቲ ዜተሳቐየ ዱያብልስ ፋሕሻዋት 

ከፊኣተን ምክራዮም አሕዙናተን ክመጽጽ ዜተሳቐየት ዱያብልሳት ፋሕሻው 

ከፊእና ምክራያቶም ሕዘን መጸጸ ተሳቐየ ድንዘዜ ፋሕሸወ 

ዜከፍአ ምክራያተን ሕዜንቲ ዜመጸጸ ሰነፍ ዯን ፋሕሺዎም 

ዜከፍአት ዜኮረየ አሕነ ማእሰርቲ ሰነፈ ዯንት ፋሕሺወን 

ዜከፍኡ ዜኮረያ ሕዜን ተኣሰረ ሰነፈት ዯንዙዝም ዜፋሕሸወ 

ዜከፍኣ ዜኮረዩ ሒዯገኛ ተአሰረት ሰነፋት ዯንዙን ዜፋሕሸወት 

ክፋአት ዜኮረይና ሒዯጋ ዜተኣሰረ ሰኒፍና ደንዘዚት ፎካስ 

ትከፍእ ዜኮረይኩም ብሒዯጋ ዜትኣሰረት ሰኒፎም ዯንዙዚተን ፎኪስ 

ክትከፍእ ዜኮረይክን ሕሌኽሌኽ ዜተኣሰሩ ሰኒፈን ዯንዙዚቶም ፎከሰ 

ክፉኣት ሃሰየ መሕሇኽሇኺ ዜተኣሰራ ዜሰነፈ ዜዯን ፎከስቲ 

መክፈኢ ሃሰየት ሕሇኽሌኽ መእሰርቲ ዜሰነፈት ዜዯንት ፎካሳት 

ክፍእ ሃሰይና ሕሌኽሌኽነት እሱራት ዜሰነፉ ዜዯንዘ ዜፎከሰ 

ክፉኣት ሃሰይኩም ሕማቕ እሱር ሰኒፎም ዜዯንዚ ዜፎከሱ 

ወንጀሇኛ ሃሰይክን ሒመቐ ምምራር ሰኒፈን ዯነዜ ፎኪሰን 

ወንጀሌ ሃስያተን ሒመቐት አማረረ ሰኒፋቶም ድንገት ዜፎከሳ 

ወንጀሇኛታት ሃስያቶም ሏሚቖም አማረረት ሰኒፋተን ድንገተኛ ጠሉማቶም 

ወዯቐ ክሃስያ ሒሚቐን አማረርና ዜሰነፈ ብድንገት ዜጠሇሙ 

ወዱቐ ክሃስዩ ሕማቓት ከማርር ዜሰነፈት ገበን ዜጠሇማ 

ወዱቕና መህሰይቲ ዜሒመቐ ክተማርር ሰአነ ገበነኛ ጥሌመት 

ወዯቐት ሃሰይቲ ዜሒመቐት መማረርቲ ስኡን ገበነኛታት ጠሊሚ 

ወዯቑ ዜሃሰየ ዜሒመቑ ማርሩ ስኡናት ጉሁይ ጠሇምቲ 

ወዱቖም ዜሃሰየት ዜሒመቕና ማርራ ዜሰኣነ ጉሁያት ጠሉመ 

ወዱቓቶም ዜሃሰይኩም ዜሒመቕክን አማሪሮም ዜሰኣነት ጎሃየ ጠሉማ 

ወዱቓተን ዜሃሰይክን ዜሒመቕኩም አማሪረን ሰክራም ጎሃየት ጠሊም 

ዜወዯቐ ዜሃሰይና ብሕማቕ ከማርራ ሰከረ ጉሑሊ ጥምየት 

ዜወዯቐት ሃስዩ ሕሱም ምርባጽ ሰከረት ጉሑሊታት ጠመየ 

ዜወዯቑ ሃሰየት ሕሱማት ተረበጸ ሰካራማት ዜጎሒሇ ጠመየት 

ዜወዯቓ ሃሳስ ሕሱምቲ ተረበጸት ዜሰከረ ዜጎሒሇት ጥሙያት 

ውድቐት ሃሳሳት ክትሒስም ተረቢጽና ዜሰከረት ዜጎሒለ ጠሚይና 

ውግእ ክሃሱ ክሒስማ ክትርበጽ ዜሰክር ዜጎሒሊ ጠሚየን 

ተዋግአ ካሃሳ ሒሳማት ክርበጻ ሰይጣን ጉሑልም ጠሚዮም 

ተዋጊኦም ምህሳሰን ክሒስም ርቡጻት ሰይጣናት ጉሑሇን በዯሇኛ 

ተዋጊአን ምህሳሶም ክሒስሙ ርብጽቲ ሰያጥን ጉድሇት በዯሇ 
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ተዋጊአቶም ምህሳሳቶም ዜሒሰመ ዜተረበጸ ረሳሕ ጎዶል በዯሌ 

ተዋጊአተን ምህሳሳተን ዜሒሰመት ዜተረበጸት ረስሏ ጎዯልታት ተበዯሇ 

አዋገአ አህሱስ ዜሒሰምና ክርበጽ ረስሏት ዜጎዯሇ በዱሇን 

አዋገአት ዜሃሰሰት ምሕሳሞም ክርበጹ ረሳሒት ዜጎዯሇት በዱሊቶም 

አዋግእና ዜሃሰሰ ምሕሳመን ተረቢጾም ዜረስሐ ዜጎዯለ በዱሊተን 

አዋጊአን ዜሃሰሱ ምሕሳማና ተረቢጸን ዜረስሒ ጉድአት ዜበዯሇ 

አዋገእቲ ዜሃሰሰና ሕሱር ምሽቓሌ ክረስሒ ጎድአ ዜበዯሇት 

ሕፍር ዜሃሰስክን ሕሳር ተሻቐሇ ክረስሐ ተጎዯአ ተቓወመ 

አሕፈረ ሒራቕ ሕስረት ተሻቐሇት ረበሸ ተጎድአት ተቓዋሚ 

አሕፈረት ከሕርቑ ዜሒሰረ ተሻቀሌና ረባሺ ተጎዱኦም ተቓውሞ 

መሕፈሪ ከሕርቓ ዜሒሰረት ተሻቓሉት ረበሽቲ ተጎዱአን ተቓወምቲ 

ሕፍሩ መሕረቕቲ ዜሒሰርና ክትሻቐሌ ረበሸት ተጎዱኣቶም ተካሌ 

ሕፈራ ዜሒረቐ ሒሳር መሻቐሉ ረቢሽና ተጎዱኣተን ተካሊት 

ሰቅቕ ዜሒረቕና ሕሳራት ዜተሻቐሇ ረቢሸን ዜተጎድአ ክትክሊ 

መሰቀቒ ዜሒረቕክን ዜሒሰረ ዜተሻቐሇት ረባሺት ዜተጎድአት ተጸሊኢ 

ሰቀቀን ዜሒረቕኩም ዜሒሰረት ሻቕሌ ረባሾ ዜተጎድኡ ጸሌአ 

ሰቐቓ ሕርቕ ብዜሒሰረ ምዕማጽ ራብሻ ዜተጎድኣ ጸሊኢ 

ስካሕክሕ ሕርቑ ሕሱራት ዒመጽ ዜረበሸ ጌጋ ጽሌኢ 

መስካሕከሑ ሒርፋፍ ሕርቃን ዒመጸ ተረበሸ ጌጋታት ጸሊእቲ 

አስከሕካሑ ሒርፋፋት ሒረቀ ዒመጸት ተረብሽና ግጉይ ተጸራሪ 

ስካሕክሒ ክሕርፍፍ ሒረቀት ዒሚጽና ርጉም ጎሒፍ ተጸረረ 

መስካሕከሕቲ ክትሕርፍፍ ሒረቁ ተዒመጸ ረገመ ጎሒፋት ተጻረርቲ 

ቃጽሌ ምሕርፋፎም ሒሪቆም ተዒመጸት ረገመት ጎዲኢ ተጻሪሮም 

ቃጸል ምሕርፋፈን ሒሪቃተን ዜትዒመጸ ረጊምና ጎድአ መርዙ 

መቃጸሉ ምሕርፋፍና ከሕርቅ ዜትዒመጸት ዜተረገመ ጎዱኦም መርዚም 

መቃጸሌቲ ሒርፈፈ ክተሕርቅ ዜተዒመጹ ዜተረገመት ጎድአት ሃካያት 

አቃጸሇት ሒርፈፈት ከሒርቁ ዜተዒመጻ ርጉማት ጎዱአን ታህኪይት 

አቃጸሇ ዜሒርፈፈ ከሒርቃ ዜተዒመጽና ረጊሞም ጎዱኣቶም ተሃንጢዮም 

አቃጺልም ዜሒርፈፈት አሕሪቆም ዒማጺ ረጊመን ጎዱኣተን ተሃንጢየን 

አቃጺሇን ሃንዯበታዊ አሕሪቀን ቀናእ ሸፋጢ ጎዱእና በዒሇገ 

ዜንጉዕ ሃንዯበት አሕረቀ ቀንአ ሸፈጠ ዜጎድአ ባርያ 

ንገዏ ብሃንዯበት ሒሪቃቶም ቀንአት ሸፈጢት ዜጎድአት ሽጉራት 

ንገዏት ሃካይ አሕረቀት ቀንኢ ሸፋጦ ዜጎዯኡ መሸገርቲ 

ዜንጉዒት ተሃኪይና አሕረቅቲ ቅንእ ሸፈጥ ዜጎድኣ ጠሉመን 

ዯምሰሰ ተሃኪዮም ሕርቅ ቀናኣት ሽጉር ዜጎድአና ጠሉማተን 

ዯምሰሰት ተሃኪየን መሕረቅቲ ቅንኣት ተሸገረ ጎዲእቲ ከሒዯት 

ሇመነ ህኩያት ህንጡይ ቀጢን ተሸገረት ጉድኣት ኪሕዯን 

ሇማኒ ዜተሃከየ ተሃንጠየ ቀጣን ተሸጊርና ጠሇመ ክሕዯት 

ሇማኒት ዜተሃከየት ተሃንጠየት ቑጡዕ ተሸጊሮም ጠሉምና ዜከሒደ 

ሇመንቲ ዜተሃከዩ ተሃንጢይና ቑጣዏ ሽግር ጠሉሞም ዜከሒዲ 
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Appendix-8: Inflection of Tigrigna Sentiment Words 

 

Word Inflection Analysis Latin Prefix Stem Suffix Root Root 

ጽቡቅ ጽቡቅ ጽቡቅ Sbuq - Sbuq - Sbq ጽ-ብ-ቅ 

  ጽቡቅቲ ጽቡቅ-ቲ Sbuq-ti -   -ti     

  ብጽቡቅ ብ-ጽቡቅ b-Sbuq b-   -     

  ጽቡቃት ጽቡቅ-ኣት Sbuq-at -   -at     

  ጸቢቀ ጸቢቅ-አ Sebiq-e - Sebiq -e     

  ጸቢቅና ጸቢቅ-ና Sebiq-na -   -na     

  ጸቢቀን ጸቢቅ-አን Sebiq-en -   -en     

  ጸቢቅኩም ጸቢቅ-ኩም Sebiq-kum -   -kum     

  ጸቢቆም ጸቢቅ-ኦም Sebiq-om -   -om     

  ጸቢቃቶም ጸቢቅ-ኣቶም Sebiq-atom -   -atom     

  ጸቢቃተን ጸቢቅ-ኣተን Sebiq-aten -   -aten     

  ጸቢቅክን ጸቢቅ-ክን Sebiq-kn -   -kn     

  ክጽብቅ ክ-ጽብቅ k-Sbq k- Sbq -     

  ትጽብቅ ት-ጽብቅ t-Sbq t-   -     

  ክትጽብቅ ክት-ጽብቅ kt-Sbq kt-   -     

  ጽብቅነት ጽብቅ-ነት Sbq-net -   -net     

  ክጽብቁ ክ-ጽብቅ-ኡ k-Sbq-u k-   -u     

  ክትጽብቁ ክት-ጽብቅ-ኡ kt-Sbq-u kt-   -u     

  ክጽብቃ ክ-ጽብቅ-ኣ k-Sbq-a k-   -a     

  ምጽባቆም ም-ጽባቅ-ኦም m-Sbaq-om m- Sbaq -om     

  ምጽባቃተን ም-ጽባቅ-ኣተን m-Sbaq-aten m-   -aten     

  ምጽባቃቶም ም-ጽባቅ-ኣቶም m-Sbaq-atom m-   -atom     

  ዜጸበቀ ዜ-ጸበቅ-አ z-Sebeq-e z- Sebeq -e     

  ዜጸበቀት ዜ-ጸበቅ-አት z-Sebeq-et z-   -et     

  ዜጸበቅካ ዜ-ጸበቅ-ካ z-Sebeq-ka z-   -ka     

  ዜጸበቅኩም ዜ-ጸበቅ-ኩም z-Sebeq-kum z-   -kum     

  ዜጸበቅክን ዜ-ጸበቅ-ክን z-Sebeq-kn z-   -kn     

  ዜጸበቅና ዜ-ጸበቅ-ና z-Sebeq-na z-   -na     
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Appendix-9: Inflection of Amharic Sentiment Words 

 

Word Inflection Analysis Latin Prefix Stem Suffix Root Root 

ቅደስ ቅደስ ቅደስ Qdus - qdus - ቅ-ድ-ስ qds 

  ቅደሳን ቅደስ-ኣን qdus-an - 

 

-an     

  ቁድሳኖች ቁድስ-ኣኖች quds-anoc - quds -anoc     

  ቅድስና ቅድስ-ና qds-na - qds -a     

  ቅድስት ቅድስ-ት qds-t - 

 

-t     

  ቅደሶች ቅደስ-ኦች qdus-oc -   -oc     

  የቅድስት የ-ቅድስ-ት ye-qds-t ye-   -     

  የተቀዯሰ የተ-ቀዯስ-አ yete-qedes-e yete- qedes -e     

  የተቀዯሰች የተ-ቀዯስ-አች yete-qedes-ec yete-   -ec     

ሰነፍ ሰነፍ ሰነፍ Senef - senef - ስ-ን-ፍ snf 

  ሰነፎች ሰነፍ-ኦች senef-oc -   -oc     

  መስነፍ መ-ስነፍ me-snef me-  snef -     

  በሰነፍ በ-ሰነፍ be-senef be- 

 

-     

  እንዯሰነፍ እንዯ-ሰነፍ `Ende-senef `Ende-   -     

  እንዯሰነፎች እንዯ-ሰነፍ-ኦች `Ende-senef-oc `Ende-   -oc     

  ከሰነፍ ከ-ሰነፍ ke-senef ke-   -     

  ከሰነፎች ከ-ሰነፍ-ኦች ke-senef-oc ke-   -oc     

  ስንፍነት ስንፍ-ነት snf-net - snf -net     

  ስንፍና ስንፍ-ና Snf-na - 

 

-na     

ፍቅር ፍቅር ፍቅር Fqr - fqr - ፍ-ቅ-ር fqr 

  ፍቅረኛ ፍቅር-አኛ fqr-eNa -   -eNa     

  ፍቅረኞች ፍቅር-አኞች fqr-Noc - 

 

-Noc     

  ፍቅረኛሞች ፍቅር-አኛሞች fqr-eNamoc - 

 

eNamoc     

  የፍቅር የ-ፍቅር ye-fqr ye-   -     

  በፍቅር በ-ፍቅር be-fqr be-   -     

  ሇፍቅር ሇ-ፍቅር le-fqr le-   -     

  አፍቃሪ አ-ፍቃር-ኢ `o-fqar-i `o- fqar -i     
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Appendix-10: Sample Data of Trilingual Sentiment Sentences 

 

1. ከጠበኩት በሊይ the best of film i like more 

2. ካብ ትግራይ ጎበዜ ሒፍተይ በጣም ያምራሌ ማዙቓው 

3. Really raya music great በጣም ዯስ ይሊሌ በርታ! 

4. እዚ ዯርፊ ሰሚዏ ናይ ብሒቂ እየ ዜብሇካ ነቢዏ ብጣዕሚ ዯስ ትብሌ ወሇድኻን ዒድኻን ተክረካ እያ i 

like thise song... 

5. ዲኑ ሽኮር nice song አጆኪ በርትዑ 

6. ዋው nice music ትክክሇኛ ናይ ትግራይ ሙዙቃ!! 

7. በቀሌድ የተዋዚ፣ ትሌቅ ቁም ነገር አሌ ፊሌም - የወንዶች ጉዲይ 2 is excellent. 

8. ዯጋግመው ቢያዩት የማይሰሇች ምርጥ movie 

9. Nice movie አዜያ መሃሪት ኮነት Film so ቀፅሌዎ  

10. wowww keep up my bro so very nice song ዯቂ ዒዯይ ዯስ በሃል  

11. so best music keep it up 

12. wow we have a beautiful culture i am so glad am one of zs ppl 

13. The food was terrible in the hotel. 

14. The rooms are very clean and well equipped and the staffs are super nice. 

15. ብጠዒሚ መሃሪት ዜኮነት ፊሌም እያ፡፡ 

16. ድምፂ ወያነ ብጣዕሚ እየ ዜፈትወኩም ቀፁለለ 

17. ድምፂ ወያነ ይኮነስ ድምፂ ጸማማት ጥራሕ እዩ 

18. እቶም መራሕትና ጸቢብ ኣተሒሳስባ እዩ ሇዎም፡፡ 

19. በጣም የሚዯነቅ የአገራችንን የፊሌም ዯረጃ የሚያሳድግ ፊሌም ነው፡፡ በርቱ ተበራቱ እንሊሇን 

20. ዋው በጣም ቆንጆ ፊሌም ነው 

21.  ህዜባችን የተሠማውን ሀን እሚገሌፅበት ጊዛ ቅርብ ነው:: 

22. ጠቅሊይ ሚንሰተር መሇስ ዛናዊ የዒሇማችን ምርጥ ሰው ናቸው፡፡ 

23. የቆየ ነው ግን ያምራሌ 

24. አሪፍ ፊሌም አይዯሇም፡፡ 

25. ምኝታ ክፍሌ በጣም ንጹህ አሌነበረም ፡፡ 

26. አስጠሉ ሆቴሌ ነው ፡፡ 

27. እስካሁን ካየሀቸው ፊሌሞች በጣም የሚያስጠሊ አሊማ የላሇው? ገንብ ሇመሰብሰብ ብቻ የተዯረገ ስራ 

ፈሌም፡፡ 

28. The most beautiful movie ever thanks you!! 

29. በዙህ ፈን too much happy አይዯሇሁም 
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Appendix-11: Ethiopic Scripts/Fidel Vs Latin Scripts 
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